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3FOREWORD
The European  Union is made up of many maritime  nations, indeed the European  Union is
a maritime  bloc highly dependent on sea shipping. The sea is a link between  EU Member
States - not a barrier - and between them and the rest of the world.
In these circumstances  it is a paradox that the EU's share of world shipping is declining
whereas it ought to be on the increase.
The Economic  and Social Committee has called for positive measures to helo correct this
situation and has been disappointed  by the results. This brochure,  published to coincide
with the Lisbon World Fair which has as its theme the maritime legacy of Portugal, Europe
and the world at large. sets out the views of the economic and social interest groups rep-
resented  in the Economic and Social Committee  on some of the principle issues at stake. lt
hopes that the publication will increase knowledge and understanding of these issues and





Economic and Social Committee
on the
Communication from the Commission to the Council,
the European Parliament,
the Economic and Social Committee and
the Committee of the Regions :
Towards a new shipbuilding policy
Rapporteur:  John Simpson (United Kingdom - Various  Interests'  Group)
On 6 October  1997 the Eurooean Commission decided  to consult the Economic and Social
Committee,  under Article 198 of the Treaty establishing  the European Community, on the
Communication  from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: Towards  a
new shi pbu  i Id i ng pol icy
(COM(97)470 final)
The Section for Industry, Commerce. Crafts and Services, which was responsible for prepar-
ing the Committee's work on the subject,  adopted its opinion on 6 February 1998. The rap-
porteur was Mr Simpson.
At its 352nd plenary session  (meeting of 25 February 1998) the Economic and Social
Committee adopted the following opinion by 80 votes to one with two abstentions:
1.  Preliminary comments
1.1  For many years, shipbuilders  within the European  Union have faced intense com-
petition for new shipbuilding  orders. Shipbuilding capacity has been increased, particular-
ly in South Korea. Because  of the nature of the competition, often perceived to be based
on inyurious pricing practices, shipbuilders  in the Union have been permitted to receive
State Aid within ceilings set under the terms of various shipbuilding  directives of which the
most recent was the Seventh Council Directivel
1.2  Late in 1996, the Seventh Directive was renewed and extended to be effective
until the end of '1997. This extension had the support of the Economic and Social
Committee  (f SC)z Then, in April 1 997, an agreement  in principle was made that would
extend this orovision until the end of 1998r.
f  OL ru,r:-:Sr of 31 December 1994.
2  OJ No. C 30 of 30 January 1997.
3  COM(97) 469 final.
71.3  The main provision  of the Seventh Directive  is that shipbuilders may receive, from
therr nationalauthorities, operating aid for shipbuilding  and ship conversions  (but not ship
repair) up to a maximum of 9 percent (4.5 percent for smaller  vessels and conversions)  of
the contract price. This level of assistance has been progressively reduced from a ceiling of
28 percent which was established  in 1987. In the six year period from 1990 to 1995 (inclu-
sive) a total of ECU 8.3 bn. of State Aid to shipbuilding  was notified to the Commission.
Part of this aid, ECU 3.5 bn, was allocated  to support the restructuring of firms in the indus-
try. Operating aid totalled ECU 4.8 bn.
1.4  Since 1994 there has been an expectation that the OECD Agreement "respecting
normal competitive conditions  in the commercral  shipbuilding  and repair industry' , which
was completed in December 1994, would secure a new regime in which all the main ship-
building countries could cooperate.  This agreement would have required the removal of
most forms of state aid and, in parallel, would have introduced procedures designed to
challenge any instances of inlurious pricing. This agreement  has not been ratified by the
government of the United States and has not been implemented.
1.5  The present  Commission communication  is a response to the lack of progress  on
implementing  the OECD Agreement.  The need for alternative  actions was anticipated  in
the earlier ESC opiniona. The ESC wishes to re-emphasize its continuing hope that the
OECD Agreement might still be ratified by the United States administration  thus allowing a
more comprehensive  arrangement to be implemented.
1 .6  The Commission has presented proposals  which provide that the extended
Seventh Directive would laose when the OECD Aqreement  enters into force as it would if
the new Community  regime is adopted.
2. Trends in the shipbuilding industry
2.1  Shipbuilding has, for at least two decades,  been a difficult  industry within which
to operate profitably  in the EU. Depressed demand, expanded building  capacity in the Far
East, and predatory pricing, have created  very difficult trading conditions.
2.2  In tl're last twenty years, shipbuilding  production in the EU has fallen by over 40
percent. ln 1976,  EU countries produced 27 percent of the world output, measured in
"compensated gross tonnage".  In 'l 986, this had fallen to 23 percent of a much reduced
total, and in 1996 it had fallen again to 21 percent in a significantly  increased global mar-
ket. Production in Korea rose from just over one percent of world output in 1976 to 22
oercent in 1996.
2.3  In the eight years, 1988 to 1996, world shipbuilding output has begun to recover
from the large fall in the previous  decade.  World output, although still below the levels
reached in the mid-1970's,  has nearly doubled. Production  within the EU has increased only
by just over 50 percent, but is still not up to the levels of the early 1980 s.
2.4  Employment in building new ships in the EU totalled 65,600 in 1996. This con-
trasts with 96,100 in 1986, and 208,800 in 1975. This large reduction  in direct employ-
ment has also meant a big reduction in indirect employment of even larger numbers  of peo-
ple in the industries which supply shipbuilders  and rn other sectors. The pattern of employ-
4  see point 4.3 of CES 1085/96,  OJ No. C 30 of 30 January  1997
8ment from 19BB to 1996 offers tentative evidence  to suggest that employment  numbers
have nearly stabilized.
2.5  The Commission forecasts  that, partly because of the need to replace older ves-
sels, demand for new ships will remain at this higher level for the next few years before it
falls again. Capacity is not adequately  used and is still increasing  so that in 2000 pro-
ductron will use not more than 70 percent of the avarlable capacity.
2.6  Since the Commission Communication  was written, currency fluctuations in the
Far East have been dramatic.  In particular,  the devaluation of the "won" in Korea will have
serious implications for a number of sectors, particularly shipbuilding. This adds a new
dimension to the prospects for the industry which cannot be fully assessed at present
(January 1998) and may require some reassessment of the conclusions reached by the
Commission.
3.  Commission  proposals
3.1  The aim of the Commission is that, during the next five years, from the end of
1998, shipbuilding  policies should facilitate the improvement of the competitiveness  of the
industry. A new regulation would be adopted for five years, until the end of 2003, which
should allow sufficient time for the new provisions to generate a structural change in ship-
building and see evidence  of a stronger competitive  industry.
3.2  At the end of that period, shipbuilding would be subject  to the same rules as all
other industries. Shipbuilding in the EU is being challenged to improve its competitive
position in the world market to the point where viability  is established  and employment
can be maintained.
3.3  A number of areas of "best practices" which would improve productivity, relative
to competitors,  have been identified by the Commission. These include:
a. strategic planning, focusing on ship types with growing demand;
b. structural changes,  including consolidation of yards and closures of non-profitable  ones;
c. formation of strategic alliances between yards;
d. better integration of ship owners and equipment manufacturers into production
processes;
e. purchasing policies,  including  maximizing the benefits of subcontracting;
f. closer collaboration with other industries  for innovation  and technology  transfer;
g. aggressive pro-active marketing;
h. more effective use of R&D in design of prototypes;
i. upgrading of production  facilities;
j. investment in improving the quality and use of human resources.
3.4  In the application  of these practices,  the Commission proposes,  as part of a new
regulation which will be effective until 2003, that:
+ grant aid on contracts to build ships should end from 1 January 2001;
9a series of measures designed to enhance productivity  and competitiveness should be
codified  as a basis for bringing  this industry into a similar competitive  regime to other
rndustries in the EU.
The detailed oroposals are that:
the permission to grant operating  aid should end on 31 December  2000 (provided that
the OECD Agreement  has not been brought into force before that date. The OECD
Agreement would have a broadly similar effect)
export credits for ships should continue to be allowed under the 1981 OECD
Understanding  but subject to possible  up-dating  as envisaged  in the 1994 OECD
Understanding  which is not yet in force and would allow not only export credit but also
credit terms for ships for the home market;
contract  related aid granted  as development  assistance to developing countries should
continue to be permitted;
aid to finance the closure costs of structural adjustments,  including  social measures to
mitigate the consequences of total or partial closure, should continue to be permitted,
ard for restructuring a shipbuilding  enterprise should be allowed  on the same basis as
the general  Community guidelines  for such aid in other sectors but with the strict provi-
so applying the "one time/last time" principle for financial restructuring;
investment  aid granted under regional aid schemes should be allowed provided the pro-
ject is to improve  the productivity of existing installations;
investment  aid for innovation would be allowed provided  that the prolect relates to inno-
vative products and processes that are not currently used by other EU operators in ship-
building;
.  aid for R & D should continue to be allowed on the conditions laid down in the
Community framework;
.  aid for environmental protection  on Community  guidelines should be allowed.
4. General comments
4.1  Basic theme
4.1 .1  The basic theme of the Commission  communication  is that, with transitional  assis-
tance for five years, from 1998 to 2003, the shipbuilding  industry in the European  Union
should, as a result of the actions of individual enterprises, overcome its structural disad-
vantages and be able to compete on world markets.  As a caveat, the Commission  acknowl-
edges that this would also be subject to the existence, especially from non-EU competitors,
of fair trading conditions on a global scale.
4.1 .2  The ESC endorses this objective.  Continuing efforts to create fair trading condi-
tions wtll be needed.  As a consequence,  the ESC recommends that further decisions  on
shipbuilding should be made based on regular  assessments  of progress towards the end of
this five-year  period.
4.1.3  Of course, the competitiveness  of shipbuilding  in the EU varies from yard to yard
and between different  types of shipbuilding.  There are, it is acknowledged,  examples  of
highly competitive builders in certain market segments. However,  in general, the industry
10still has difficulty in competing  against other builders, some of whose pricing  regimes are
regarded  as predatory.
4.2  Motives for a policy change
4.2.1 The Commission has recommended the ending of approval for operating  aid for
shipbuilding. The motivation  is complex. Part of the motivation  seems to be a concern that
the present operating  aid, financed by national governments,  has not been accompanied
by the desired level of restructuring  in the industry. A further consideration  is the lack of
any strong incentive in the scheme to improve competitiveness.  The ESC agrees with, and
supports, this conclusion reached  by the Commission.
4.2.2 Although some parts of the industry have become internationally competitive, the
communication  does not argue that the competitive  position of the whole industry is now
strong enough to justify this withdrawal.  Indeed, it argues that State aid policy needs to
be refocused to promote and underpin efforts to improve competitiveness.  This leads into
suooort for investment in innovation  and R & D.
4.2.3 The case to remove operating aids can be made both because (i) it is now the only
sector of manufacturing with this scale of direct aid and (ii) the Commission questions
whether  the expenditure represents a cost-effective use of public funds which may distort
intra-EU competition as well as partially offsetting the disadvantages relative to non-EU
competitors.
4.2.4 The ESC would be reluctant to support the removal of operating aid if the
prospects for competitive success were considered  too low and if the alternative measures
do not offer an equivalent effect. However,  the long-term aim should continue to be an
industry which can compete with other world shipbuilders.
4.2.5 The Commission should avoid any measures which could result in an internation-
al subsidy race' and should continue its endeavours  to control, and ultimately  phase out,
subsidies to shipbuilding through an overall agreement within the philosophy of the OECD
Agreement. This should be established  as a basic principle in order to avoid the building of
vessels for which there is no economic  justification  and where the consequences  may be to
unfairly distort activity  in the shipbuilding  sector and seriously  damage the economics of
the shipping industry.
4.3  Competitiveness
4.3.1 The ESC is concerned  to consider whether the adverse factors which  have justified
an approved but diminishing  level of operating  aid, have now been reduced to the point
where competitive viability can reasonably  be expected.
4.3.2 In earlier years the Commission  has undertaken  work to calculate a justifiable
common maximum aid ceiling which was based on an estimate of the difference between
the costs of the more competitive  Community  shipbuilders  and the prices being quoted  by
international  competitors. This work was used in 1995 to justify the setting of the current
9 percent ceiling.
4.3.3 The last cost-price comparative study was undertaken in 1996-7. This
Commission study is not quoted in the Communication  but is understood to have sug-
gested that the competitive cost-price  gap for certain types of ships had actually  widened.
No reliable  forecasts  for the next decade are practicable.  However,  the trends in market
share do not suggest that the relative position has improved significantly. In addition there
is now the added uncertaintv of the effects of currencv devaluations  on the cost differences
11with producers in the Far East, which may make for more fundamental changes in the
financial elements  of competitiveness.
4.3.4  The Commission does note that "many EU yards still lack competitiveness, (and)
in particular lag behind their major Far East competitors  in terms of productivity". Also, it
concludes  thaf the market  is likely to become even more competitive  with total demand
starting  to soften in the next decade. These are not reassuring conclusions  on which to jus-
tify the withdrawal of operating aid. The competitive  position of EU yards varies between
yards and especially for different  types of ships. The ESC recognizes that, within the ship-
building sector, the more successful  EU yards will be likely to specialize in those vessels
where expertise and skill inputs give some comparative advantage.
4.3.5 The ESC therefore would suggest that a further comparison to establish the rela-
tive competitive position of the main producers  should be undertaken before a date for the
removal of operating  aid is decided. In particular, the Committee  has reservations  about
the productivity comparisons  quoted in the Commission  communication  since it is not clear
that these have been corrected to allow for differences in the annual average working
hours of shipbuilding employees in each country. This would affect a better understanding
of the nature and scale of competitive differences.
4.3.6  The Commission  should consider whether there is any evidence of continuing  mar-
ket distortion  caused by injurious pricing from competitors. The ESC welcomes the assur-
ance that at the end of 1999 (one year before the deadline)  the Commission will monitor
the market situation  and, if anti-competitive  practices  are established,  will consider intro-
ducing appropriate  measures. This assurance would be more convincing  if there was a
commitment  1o introduce appropriate measures rather than "consider" the possibilityl
4.4  Ship repair operations
4.4.1 Although the Commission communication  is not as specific as might be wished,
the ESC assumes that, consistent with the draft preamble to the Regulation, the revised
policies and types of assistance  for shipbuilders  will extend to allow the same principles  to
apply to investment and restructuring in ship repair and conversion activities.  The
Commission has confirmed that this is the intention. The ESC would foresee  difficulties  if
the scope of the new regulation was not broadened to cover critical aspects of ship repair
activities and welcomes this more logical approach to the range of shipbuilding,  ship con-
version and shio reoarr activities.
4.4.2  Including ship repair within the scope of the new Regulation  attracts the possible
criticism that it widens the range of activities which qualify for assistance.  However,  the
ESC accepts that, in the new framework  of policy measures,  to artificially divide investment
and technology activities separating  (for example) ship conversion  from shtp repair may lead
to other distortions within the structure of the shipbuilding  industry.
4.5  The wider links with shipping services, ship owners and ship repair opera-
tions
4.5.1  Shipbuilding is a crittcal component  in a spectrum of activities which contribute  to
the movement of people  and freight by sea, lake and river. In this way, a competitive  shrp-
building industry has an important  part to play in the overall economic performance of the
EU.
4.5.2  Some of the actions affecting other linked sectors of the economic  chain have
impilcations for shipbuilding. For example, policies which encourage the elimination of
sub-standard  shrps and persuade ship owners  to purchase new ships are critically important
in determininq  new orders. lf these policies include constraints which encourage the plac-
12ing of new orders with European  yards, through preferential taxation,  finance guarantees
or other fiscal measures, this can affect EU yards. However,  such policies should take into
account the existing Guidelines  on State Aids to shipping.  Policies to encourage the use of
maritime transport, including the increasing emphasis on the development  of short sea
shipping  (partly on environmental  grounds) also have a potential to impact on the ship
building  industry.
4.5.3 Policies on ship safety standards may also be a significant  influence. The intro-
duction of more stringent  specifications for different types of ship may be, first, a safety
feature but, second,  can influence replacement rates and the volume of business available
to repair and conversion  yards.
4.5.4 The ESC is aware that these linkages are of critical importance in the development
of overall maritime policies and has participated  each year in the consultative meetinqs of
the Maritime  Industries  Forum.
4.5.5 The ESC commends the efforts of the Commission to create a consistent and
mutually  reinforcing  set of maritime  policies ranging from the promotion of research and
innovation,  encouraging  industry wide cooperation  and, more recently,  encouraging  the
development of short sea shipping as a contribution to wider problems of freight move-
ment around the Community  and in a wider context.
5.  Specific comments
5.1  Capacity rationalization
5.1 .1  The Commission  knows of 103 shipbuilding companies  within the EU operating  in
l99T.fhebiggestfiverepresent36percentof  Europeanoutput. Thisisamuchlowerlevel
of concentration  than Korea, where the biggest five account for 99 percent, and japan,
where they hold 44 percent. Fragmentation, the lack of economies  of scale, differences in
work methods, and the absence of larqe "series orders" all contribute  to lower oroductiv-
ity in European yards.
5.1 .2  The case for capacity  rationalization  is not only a search for economies  of scale by
concentrating work load. Some yards in niche markets can be competitive simply because
of the degree of specialization and this is not always  a function of the size of the yard or
enterpnse.
5.1.3 An additional  factor affecting capacity utilization is the reduction  in the demand
for naval vessels within countries of the EU. This also has possiblv adverse implications for
the availability and transfer of technology and innovative processes  from one sector to the
oIner.
5.1 .4  These elements point to the logic of further efforts to increase productivity  and
rationalize capacity.
5.2  Export Credits
5.2.1 The Commission  has drawn attention to the changes envisaged in the 1994
Understanding on Export Creditswhich has notyet been implemented. The revised under-
standing  would up-date the 1981 agreement  and forms one component of the OECD
Agreement on the elimination  of State aid.
5.2.2 The Commission  sees the revisions as more closely reflecting market realities. The
principal changes are, first, the introduction  of the use of a Commercial Interest Reference
Rate (CIRR) which is, in effect, an unsubsidized  interest rate and, second, an extended peri-
13od of officially supported guarantees,  from 8.5 to 12 years, bringing ships into line with the
terms permitted for large commercial  aircraft.
5.3  Contract  aid for orders for developing  countries
5.3.1 Aid for orders from developing countries has not been subject to the present  rules
on the ceiling for operating  aid to yards. The Commission proposes to allow this to con-
tinue.
5.3.2 There are possible distortions arising from this exemptton.  First, governments
might be tempted to use these orders to place work in specified  yards and thus avoid com-
p.itiu. bidding within the EU. The Commission is aware of these potential  distortions and
is acting to ofien up the possibility of competitive bids from other yards within the EU.
Second, such orders might allow vessels to be used for a developing country in a manner
which displaces other normal competitive shipping business.
5.3.3 The ESC is persuaded  that a special provision of this type should be continued.
The ESC also welcomes the assurance that the rules will be amended to open such con-
tracts to competitive bidding from different yards in the EU and that monitoring procedures
should ensure that there is no abuse of this concession.
5.3.4 Opening such contracts  to bidding from different Member States does raise a dif-
ficult problem if the national governments offer different  levels of aid to yards in their coun-
try. The ESC suggests that this issue should be clarified before the new regulation  is intro-
d uced.
5.4  Closure  aid
5.4.1 Assistance with the costs of closure, total or partial,  is allowed  under the present
directive. The Commission  proposes that this aid, including the social costs of readjustment
for former employees, should continue to be permitted.  The ESC welcomes this provision.
5.4.2 In a change in the application  of this provision, the Commission proposes that
where closure aid is paid, instead of there being a rule that the facilities must remain  closed
for five years together with a requirement for Commission approval  for reopening in a fur-
ther five years, the scheme should, in future, require that the facilities should not return to
shipbuilding for a period of ten years and the prospect of a review after five years should
be removed.  The ESC accepts the logic of this change.
5.5  Restructuring  aid
5.5.1 There are no detailed criteria for assessing  restructuring aid in the Seventh
Directive.
5.5.2 Since a component of improving the productivity and competitiveness  of the ship-
building industry will inevitably  include the restructuring of some enterprises, the
Commission  is proposrng  a formal statement further defining the scope of potential restruc-
turing aid. The basic principle is that shipbuilding  enterprises  should  have the same rules
as apply generally within the Community. Whether to allow capital injections, debt write-
offs, subsidized loans or rescue aid, the proposal is to have strict rules using the "one
time/last time" principle backed  up by assessment and monitoring of viability.
5.5.3 To qualify for restructuring aid, evidence must be available of the extent of capaci-
ty reductions which will follow. In a sensible change the Commission suggests  that the
determinatiorr  of the capacity reduction should not be calculated  on the notional capacity to
be closed but, instead, the actual level of production in that yard in the preceding  five years.
145.5.4 The ESC supports both the clarification  of the scope for restructurinq aid and the
method to determine the amount  of capacity to be removed.
5.5  lnvestment aid
5.6.1 As a critical component  of the restructuring and strengthening of the shipbuilding
sector, the Commission proposes  that shipbuilders should be eligible for several types of
investment  aid. This includes regional  investment aids for modernizing and upgrading facil-
ities in disadvantaged regions  as well as investment aid for innovation with the restriction
that the innovation  should be defined as bringing into use products or processes  that are
not currently used commercially by other EU shipbuilding  operators.  The ESC notes that
investment aid, linked to competitive  improvements, is not necessarily constrained by the
search for capacity reductions in a modernized yard, although the overall thrust of
Commission policy still needs to take account of surplus capacity within Member States.
5.6.2 Care must naturally  be taken to ensure that investment aids, including  regional
aid, are not used to rescue ailing shipyards  and one requirement  must therefore  be that
those firms which receive investment aid are profitmaking or are assessed to be able to
become profitmaking  as a result of the new investment.
5.6.3 One of the most acute problems facing the shipbuilding  industry worldwide, and
hence also in the EU, is the substantial overcapacity.  An effective EU policy must therefore
consider  how the EU can help in solving  this problem. Current proposals offer no immedi-
ate action to curb overcapacity but the Commission should be urged to put forward suit-
able proposals  on this matter. In the proposal  at issue, care must be taken to ensure that
the EU's own aid does not aggravate the problems of world overcapacity.
5.6.4 Aid for R&D and aid for environmental  protection are to be permitted in terms
similar to those available for other sectors in the Community.
5.6.5 The ESC acknowledges that these differing investment aids may usefully encour-
age the improvement in the competitive position of the firms in the industry.  Since the new
regulation will make these aids subject, potentially, to a five-year limit, or possibly a review
after five years, the ESC expects that an assessment of their impact and effectiveness  will
be prepared before the end of the period so that an informed judgement can be made
about the merits of continuing  each element after 2003. The Committee would hope that,
in particular, the Commission will assess whether  any of the changes show distortions
which are not consistent with the evolution  of an EU-wide competitive  industry.
5.7  The overall impact of the new regulation
5.7.1 Whilst operating aid can be granted for contracts signed before the end of 2000,
and may be clarmed in the following three-year  period, and the industry will be encouraged
to invest and innovate using the other provisions,  the ESC has a concern that the conse-
quence  of the changes will be to increase the level of official expenditure on shipbuilding.
The Commission has pointed to the limited commitment  to completely new types of fund-
ing and estimates  that the State aid bill should not increase significantly, even for a short
period.  The Committee  believes  that the effect of the chanqes should be to reduce the level
of aid payments.
5.7.2 The ESC therefore calls for the regulation to include a provision specifying that
total annual ard - operating, regional and other investment aids - to individual  shipyards
may not exceed a ceiling of 9o/o of turnover  averaged  over any three-year period.
5.1.3 The ESC notes that State aids to shipbuilding,  in particular, operating  aid linked
with the contract of the ship, are not clearly defined.  In certain instances, this lack of clear
cut definition may lead to confusion  with the State aids to shipping  and to cumulative
15application of the above two categories  of aids. lt, therefore,  suggests that this issue be
clarified in the proposed Regulation.
5.j.4  An important feature of the new regime for shipbuilding  is that the Commission
should monitgr the impact of the new arrangements and, in particular,  the impact of the
different  types of support which will be available.
5.1 .5  Monitoring and transparency
5.7.5.1 The Commission mentions the need to ensure that aid be paid in accordance
with the guidelines  laid down by the Council and proposes that monitoring be carried out
in the form of notification  by the Member States to the Commission. It is not envisaged
to give the Commission  any independent responsibility  for procuring information  from aid
r..ipi.ntt,  local authoritiei  or others. ln the ESC's view, the Commission should have
boti^r the right and duty in co-operation with national governments to undertake on-the-
spot checks of production,  accounts, etc. so as to ensure that the above guidelines are
observed.
5.1 .5.2 On earlier occasions,  in connection with the restructuring  of certain shipyards,
the Commission has been empowered to monitor compliance with the relevant guide-
lines. lt should receive  corresponding powers in respect of all forms of aid referred to in
the requlation.
6.  Human resources
6.1  The ESC noted that the proposed regulation  makes no specific reference to the
training needs of the people  employed in the shipbuilding  industry. Enhanced skill levels
will be an important component  of the drive to improved productivity  and competitive-
ness. The expectation of the ESC is that the Commission  will be prepared to use its influ-
ence and resources  to encourage  appropriate skill development by the firms and training
aqencies in each Member State.
7. Conclusions
L1  The ESC has, in its earlier Opinion,  endorsed the objectives  which were agreed
in the proposed OECD Agreement  on shipbuilding.  The failure by the United States to
ratify that Agreement  is regretted. Whilst the Committee would still wish to see the
OfiO Rgreement ratified, the proposed new Regulation has, in principle, the support of
the ESC as it seeks to encourage  the development of a stronger and competitive  EU ship-
building industry.
I .2  The ESC commends the efforts of the Commission to create a consistent and
mutually reinforcing set of maritime policies ranging from the promotion  of research and
innovation, encouraging industry-wide  cooperation  and, more recently, encouraging the
development of short sea shipping as a contribution to wider problems of freight move-
ment around the Community  and in a wider context (point 4.5.5).
j.3  Recent events in financial  markets and exchange rates in the Far East have created
an uncertain environment for a number of industries, including shipbuilding. The Committee
recognizes  that the Commission will need to monttor events and, if necessary take appro-
priate action if there is a prospect that the shipbuilding  industry will be adversely  affected.
167.4  Whilst the removal of operating  aid, and its replacement by more selective  mea-
sures lie at the core of the proposed regulation, the ESC would be reluctant to support the
removal  of operating  aid if the prospects for competitive  success were considered  too low
and if the alternative measures do not offer an equivalent effect (point 4.2.4).
7 .5  The Committee  suggests that a further comparison to establish the relative com-
petitive  position of the main producers should be undertaken  before a final date for the
removal of operating aid is decided (point 4.3.5).
7 .6  The Committee welcomes the assurance that at the end of 1999 (one vear before
the deadline) the Commission will monitor the market  situation and. if anti-iompetitive
practices are established,  will consider introducing  appropriate  measures (point 4.3.6).
7.7  Difficulties might occur if the scope of the new regulation was not broadened to
cover critical aspects of ship repair activities and the Committee  welcomes this more logr-
cal approach to the range of shipbuilding,  ship conversion and ship repair activities  (point
4.4.1).
7 .8  The proposals  relating to export credits,  contract aid, closure aid, restructuring aid
and investment aid are supported. However, the ESC would be concerned  if the conse-
quence of the changes was to increase the level of official expenditure  on shipbuilding
whereas  the effect is supposed  to be the opposite;  i.e. the reduction and removal of aid
(pornt 5.7.1).
7.9  The Commission  should monitor the impact of the arrangements and, in particu-
lar, the impact of the different  types of support (point 5.7.3).
7 .10  The Commission  should avoid any measures which could result in an internation-
al "subsidy race" and should continue  its endeavours  to control,  and ultimately  phase
out, subsidies to shipbuilding through an overall agreement within the philosophy of the
OECD Agreement. This should be established  as a basic principle in order to avoid the
building of vessels for which there is no economic justification and where the conse-
quences  may be to unfairly distort activity in the shipbuilding  sector and seriously damage
the economics  of the shipping industry (point 4.2.5).
Brussels,  25 February  1998.
The President
of the








Economic and Social Committee
on the
Proposal for a Council Directive amending
Directive 94l58lEC
on the minimum level of training of seafarers
Rapporteur: Eduardo  CHAGAS (Portugal - Workers'  Group)
On 17 October  1996 the Council decided to consult the Economic  and Social Committee,
under Article 84 of the Treaty establishing  the European  Community, on the
Proposalfor  a Council Directive amending  Directive 9IU58/EC on the minimum level
of training of seafarers
(COM(96)470 final).
The Section for Transport and Communications,  which was responsible  for preparing the
Committee's work on the subject, adopted  its opinion on 9 April 1997. The rapporteur was
Mr Chagas.
At its 345th plenary session (meeting of 23 April 1997), the Economic  and Social
Committee  adopted the following opinion with 123 votes for, one vote against and three
abstentions.
1.  Background
1.1  Council Directive 94/58/EC1on the minimum level of traininq of seafarers  was
based on the 1978 IMO STCW2  Convention.
1 .2  The directive also contained provisions on the language skills of the crew and
enabled the Port State Control to check the ability of seafarers to communicate  between
themselves  and whether the training level meet the standards of the STCW Convention,
especially on passenger vessels.
1 OJ No L319, 12.12.1994,  p.28.
ESC opinion  - Ol No C 34,2.2.1994,  p. 10 (Rapporteur : Mr Etty)
2 International  Convention  on Standards  of Training, Certification  and Watchkeeping  for Seafarers (STCW)
191.3  In its opinion on the proposed directive the Committee  noted that the proposed
text would have to be amended shortly after adoption since the revision  procedure of the
1978 STCW Convention at IMO levelwas  expected to be completed  by 1995.
2. The revision of the 1978 STCW
2.i  The "human  factor" is commonly held responsible for 80% of maritime accidents
and is an important  agenda  item for international organizations. As part of its work on the
"human  factor" the IMO revised the '1978 STCW  Convention.
2.2  The IMO Circular which provides guidelines  on the revised STCW Convention
advises that in the late 1980s it was realized that the 1978 STCW Convention  was not
achieving its purpose. which was to establish uniform international minimum standards,
and was losing credibility.  The main reason for this was that it lacked precise standards  and
often said "to the satisfaction of the Administration",  which led to widely varying  inter-
pretation of the standards and a perception that STCW certificates could not be relied
upon.
2.3  The IMO Circular also notes that the knowledge and sea service requirements  con-
tained in the STCW Convention did not define the skills and competencies  which should be
gained. lt was suggested that the effectiveness of on board training was being undermined
oy:
+ crew reducl.ions;
*  faster turnaround  times;
-  more frequent  crew changes; and
;  different  mixes of backgrounds due to multi-national  manning.
2.4  The IMO Circular additionally  recalls that since the adoption of the STCW
Convention there had been changes  in the structure of the world fleet and the supply of
seafarers had shifted from the traditional maritime nations. lt was also said that there had
been changes to the traditional  organization on ships and the duties and responsibilities  of
the crew and that there was a need to tackle the human related causes of accidents.
2.5  The main aims of the revision process  were to:
+ transfer all the detailed technical requirements  to an associated code;
+ clarify the skills and competence required  and to take account of modern training meth-
ods;
*  require Administrations to maintain direct control over and endorse the qualifications of
those masters, officers  and radio personnel  they authorize to serve on vessels flying their
f lag;
> make Parties to the Convention accountable  to each other, through lMO, for their prop-
er implementation  of the Convention and the quality of their training and certification
activities;  and
*  have amendments enter into force for all Parties to the Convention with the least possi-
ble delay.
202.6  In summary, the principle aim was to ensure that the STCW Convention was up to
date and established  guaranteed unified minimum  standards  of competence.
2.7  The revised STCW  Convention consists of the following:
+ the original Articles of the 1978 STCW  Convention  (unamended);
*  the Regulations  (which have been heavily  revised);
;  Part A of the sTCW code (which  is mandatory);
;  Part B of the STCW Code (which is a recommendation  and aims to provide additional
guidance in the interpretation  of the mandatory  requirements);  and
;  a number of STCW  Conference Resolutions.
2.8  The format of the revised STCW Convention  is:
+ Chapter | - General  provisions;
+ Chapter ll - Master and deck department;
+ Chapter lll - Engine department;
;  Chapter lV - Radio communication  and radio personnel;
+ Chapter V - Special  training requirements for personnel  on certain ship types;
*  Chapter Vl - Emergency, occupational safety, medical care and survival functions;
;  Chapter Vll - Alternative  certification;  and
+ Chapter Vlll - Watchkeeping.
2.9  In order to clarify the linkage between the alternative certification provisions
found in Chapter Vll and the provisions found in Chapters ll, lll and IV the following seven
functions were identif ied  :
+ navrgatron;
+ cargo handling and stowage;
*  controlling  the operation of the ship and care for persons on board;
*  marine engineering;
+ electrical, electronic and control engineering,
+ maintenance and repair; and
*  radio communications.
2.1O  The revised STCW Convention also distinguishes  between the following three lev-
els of responsibility:
*  "Management  level" - which means the levelof responsibility  associated wrth serving as
a master, chief mate, chief engineer  officer or second engineer  offrcer. The level of
responsibility  covered  relates to ensuring  that all functions within the designated area of
responsibility  are properly performed.
*  "Operational  level" - which means the level of responsibility  associated with serving  as
officer in charge of a navigational or engineering watch or as designated duty engineer
for periodically unmanned machinery  spaces or as a radio operator. The level of respon-
sibility covered  is associated with maintaining  direct control over the performance of all
21functions within the designated area of responsibility in accordance  with proper-proce-
dures and under the direction of the individual serving  in the management level for that
area of responsibility.
+  "support level" - means the level of responsibility  associated with performing  assigned
tasks, duties or responsibilities  under the direction of the individual serving in the oper-
ational or management level.
2.ii  The various functions  at the three levels of responsibility  are established  in Part A
of the STCW Code in the form of comprehensive  tables which set out in detail the:
+ comoetence;
* knowledge,  understanding and proficiency;
+ methods  for demonstrating  competence; and
* criteria for evaluating competence.
2.12  The revised  STCW Convention is therefore a much more complex instrument than
the previous Convention and each part is integrai to the others.
The Committee  recalls that when the Directive 94/58/EC  on the Minimum Level of
Training of Seafarers was adopted, Article 9(3Xa) required the Commission  to propose  a set
of criteria for the recognition of types of certificates issued by institutes or administration
which would be defined bythe Council before  1 July 1995, in accordance  with the condi-
tions of the Treaty. They have now done so in Article 9(3Xa) of the amending directive.
3.  General Comments
3.1  The Committee  is of the opinion that nothing should be done which could in any
way undermine the integrity and enforceability  of the revised STCW Convention  at the
international level and considers that the revised  STCW Convention is a complex instrument
which can only be read in its entirety.
3.2  The Committee  is of the view that a European directive  giving effect to the revised
STCW Convention could complement this Convention  provided:
+ it does not c.ause any unnecessary duplication  of requirements and will not require fre-
quent  revrsron;
*  it will not create legal uncertainty  or a legal conflict between the international and
national obligations of Member States who are also Parties to IMO Instruments;
+ it is fully in line with the undertakings of the Commission,  as contained  in the
Communication on Safe Seas COM(93) 66 final3;
*  it does not prejudice the aims the IMO articulated when it adopted the revised STCW
Convention;
3  FSC Opinion  : OJ No. C 34 of 2 2.94,  p. 47
22* it does not contain any provisions which could be interpreted  as permitting any watch-
keeping arrangements which contradict the provisions  of the revised Convention.
3.3  The Committee  is of the opinion that the amending  directive should fully reflect
the clarification of the revised STCW Convention transitional  provisions and the implemen-
tation dates for the various requirements  which have been agreed within the lMO.
3.4  The amending directive  very properly introduces a new Article 51 covering  fitness
for duty which reproduces the minimum rest provisions in Chapter Vll of STCW 95.
However the Commrttee cannot ignore the fact that the ILO has more recently adopted its
new Convention  No. 180 on seafarers' hours of work. lt might be appropriate  for the
Commrssion to develop in due course and following the entry into force of Convention No.
180 with its accompanying Resolutions  a single instrument  addressing  both the IMO and
ILO standards  so as to avoid any confusion  as to the measures to be applied by Member
States.
3.5  The amending directive only contains some of the regulations found in the annex
of the revised STCW Convention  and does not reproduce Part A and Part B of the IMO
STCW Code. Moreover,  it fails to make clear whether the amending directive  seeks to give
full effect to the international  obligations of the Member States who are also Parties to the
STCW Convention or is supplementary and provides complementary  European obligations.
3.6  Although the preamble of the current proposalfor  a Council directive states that
"the provisions of the revised STCW Convention should be properly reflected in the direc-
tive as soon as possible in order to ensure that Member States act in consistency with their
obligations at international  level", as presently  drafted it fails to achieve this aim.
3.7  The revised STCW Convention  requires that officers at management  level have a
knowledge of the national (flag State) legislation. In the Explanatory  Memorandum  (para-
graph 16) of the Commission's proposal it is suggested  that Member States can meet the
requirement merely by providing a summary and some form of written test which is com-
oleted and forwarded  to the Administration.  The Committee  is doubtful as to whether  this
is in conformity  with the revised STCW  Convention as it will not be possible to ensure that
adequate control procedures  can be exercised and that quality assurance standards  can be
applied.  As such, the Committee  is concerned  that such guidance may be in breach of both
the letter and the soirit of the revised STCW  Convention.
3.8  The Committee noted that the IMO had agreed that the 69th session of the
Maritrme Safety Committee would, at a meeting scheduled to be held in May 1997, adopt
a number of amendments  to the revised STCW Convention, and agreed that it is clear that
a suitable  mechanism  must be put into place to ensure that the amended directive will give
effect to the international obligations of the Member States. The proposed amendments  are:
I  an addition to RegulationY/2 (Mandatory  minimum requirements for the training and
qualifications of masters, officers, ratings and other personnel  on ro-ro passenger ships)
in the form of an addition to RegulationV/2.3,
;  a new Regulation  V/3 (Mandatory  minimum  requirements  for the training  and qualifica-
tions of masters, officers, ratings and other personnel  on passenger ships other than ro-
ro passenger ships);
* reolacement of some of the current text in Section A-Y/2 of Part A of the STCW  Code
(Mandatory  minimum requirements for the training and qualifications of masters, offi-
cers, ratings and other personnel  on ro-ro passenger ships);
23+ the addition of a new paragraph 5 in Sectlon A-V/2.5 of Part A of the STCW Code (Crisis
management and human behaviour  training);  and
I  the addition of a new section A-v/3 in Part A of the STCW  Code (Mandatory  minimum
requirements  for the traintng and qualifications of masters,  officers,  ratings and other
personnel  on passenger ships other than ro-ro passenger ships).
3.9  The requirements  contained in the proposed new text of Article 9(3)(a) are in con-
formity with the requirements  of Regulation l/10 of the revised STCW Convention,  insofar
as the STCW Regulation  requires the competent administration to confirm, through all nec-
essary measures.  which may include  inspection  of facilities and procedures, that the require-
ments concerning standards of competence, the issue and endorsement of certificates and
record keeping, are complied with. The Commrttee recommends  that such inspections  will
indeed take place, on a random basis, and/or whenever there seems to be a good reason
for that.
3.9.1 The Committee agrees with this provision. However, the following aspects have to
be caref ully considered
+ the practicability  of such a mandatory provision  as it would require the inspection  of indi-
vidual maritime colleges,
;  the respect of such a measure in the case of existing non-EU seafarers currently serving
on EU flag vessels and the necessity  of such a requirement in the case of all non-EU coun-
tries seafarers, in view of the requirements contained  in Regulations l/7 and li8 of the
revised  STCW Convention.
* the need for the amending Directive to contain adequate control and enforcement  pro-
visions.
3.g.2. In view of the above, the Committee  suggests that the criteria for the inspection
of non-EU training institutions contained  in Article 9(3Xa) sub-paragraphs 2 and 3 should
be retained. However,  provided it does not undermine the objectives of ensuring  harmo-
nized and qualified training and certification  activities, consideration should be given as to
whether sub-paragraphs  2 and 3 would be better presented by way of recommendatory
guroance.
3. j0  The Committee  recalled the statement contained in paragraph 1.4. of the opinion
it had orovidecl4 on the inclusion  of other relevant  international  instruments relating to the
training of seafarers. Including ILO Conventions  53 (Officers' Competency  Certificates)
(1936), 74 (Certification of Able Seamen) (1946),69  (Certification of Ships' Cooks) (1946)
and 164 (Health Protection  and Medical Care of Seafarers)  (1987) as the majority of the EU
Member States have ratified these ILO Conventions.
3.11  Finally, the Committee notes that neither the Directive 94/58/EC nor the 1978
STCW or the 1995 STCW  Conventions apply to fishing vessels and that a parallel conven-
tion was adopted by the IMO (the STCW-F Convention). lt urges the Commission  to encour-
age the Member States to ratify the new convention in order to ensure an harmonized  EU
approach  on the standards of training and certification  of fishing vessels crews.
4  See also footnote  1
244. Specific Comments
4.1  The amendrng  directive  could clearly and unequivocally  establish the principle  that
it does not in any way interfere with the obligations  those Member  States who are also
Parties to the STCW Convention  have to the lMO. The Committee recommends that an
express  clause to this effected  be added to the Articles of the amending directive.
4.2  The Committee  also recommends  that the amending directive  should also contain
an express  provision to the effect that the amending directive  establrshes a minimum
European standard  and that the Member States  are free to adopt higher national standards
of competence.  Although such a provision is implied by Article 2 of the directive the
Committee  feels that an express  clause to this effect should be inserted into the preamble
of the amending directive.
4.3  The Committee  further suggests the inclusion of an additional paragraph in the
preamble  to the amendrng directive  to the effect that:
"Recognizing  that the revision of the 1978 STCW Convention was undertaken using the
'tacit acceptance' method  provided  for in Article Xll of the Convention and this directly
imposes obligations on those Member States which are Party to the Convention."
4.4  The amending directive  fails to revise Article 8 of Council Directive 94/58/EC.
However, Article 8(1) is not in conformity with the new Regulation V-l3(c) of the IMO
SOLASS Convention which enters into force on 1 July 1997. The new IMO SOLAS
Regulation,  contained in Chapter V under the sub-heading "Manning", states:
"On every passenger  ship to which Chapter I applies, to ensure effective crew perfor-
mance in safety matters, a working language shall be established  and recorded in the
ship's log book. The company or the masteq  as appropriate,  shall determine the appro-
priate working language. Each seafarer shall be required to understand  and, where
appropriate, give orders and instructions and report back in that language. lf the work-
ing language is not an official language of the State whose flag the ship is entitled to
fly, all plans and lists required to be posted shall include a translation into the working
language".
4.5  The Committee noted that the IMO SOLAS Conference which adooted the new
SOLAS requirement  also adopted a Conference  Resolution (No. 10) calling for such a
requirement to be extended to all ships. The Committee  therefore recommends that the
Commission utilizes this opportunity to adopt a requirement that there is a single working
language on all ships flying European  flags and those, irrespective  of flag, which call at
European  ports as it did in the case of passenger ships when it adopted the directive.
4.6  The amending directive should also contain the key definitions which are con-
tained in Article ll of the 1978 STCW Convention. Article 4 of the amending directive which
corresponds  to Regulation l/1 of the revised STCW Convention  (definitions  and clarifica-
tions)omits a definition of "month" and contains a revised definition of "approved". The
Committee recommends that the definition of "month" be added and the definition of
"approved" brought into line with that found in the revised STCW  Convention.
5  International  Convention  for the Safety  of Life at Sea
254.7  Article 5(aX4) restricts the rights of Member States to make their own judgements
and decisions  concerning the definition of near coastal  voyages  and the standards to be
prescribed  for them by iequiring  approval through the procedure under Article 13. The
Committee  notes that Article 5(a) does not include the corresponding provisions in STCW
Regulation  l/3, paragraph 5, which states that "Nothing in this Regulation (concerning near
coastal  voyages) shall, in any way, limit the jurisdiction  of any state, whether or not a Party
to the Convention"  .
4.8  In Article 5b, which corresponds to Regulation  l/5 of the revised  STCW Convention
(national provisions), the replacement  of "any Party" by "any Member State" in paragraph
4 of the amencling  Directive changes the meaning of the text and could be interpreted  as
meaning that a Member State is not required to co-operate with non-EU States with regard
to non-compliance  by companies  located  in the EU. As such, this requirement is not in com-
pliance with the provisions  of the revised STCW Convention  and the Committee recom-
mends that it should be revised in line with the requirements found in the revised STCW
Convention.
4.9  Article 5d corresponds to Regulation l/9. Paragraph 4.2 of the amending directive
imoosed a condition of the reouirement to make available information to non-EU States
and companies to there being in existence a reciprocal  agreement, which is not the case in
the revised STCW Convention. The Committee  is of the view that this is unnecessary and
recommends  that the text be amended to reflect the requirements of the revised  STCW
Convention.
4]0  The Committee notes that paragraph 1 .5.3 of Article 9(3)(a) of the amending
directive  could be interpreted as requiring all foreign seafarers to have completed an
approved ARPA simulator course. This Committee  considers that this provision should be
clarified so thal it is limited to those officers assigned to a navigational watch.
4.11  The Committee considers that there is some ambiguity in the criteria for the
approval of maritime training institutions as the provision  could be interpreted  as requiring
that maritime training institutions  must be able to provide living accommodation  (Section
2sub-paragraph2.1.1 of Article(9(3)(a)).Asmanytraininginstitutionsdonotpossesstheir
own living accommodation facilities  and such a requirement would have nothing to do with
the conduct of education and training programmes and courses, the Commrttee considers
that this requirr:ment  would be unnecessary and recommends  that the potential  ambiguity
must be removed.
4.12  ln Section 2 of Article 9(3)(a), sub-paragraphs  2.6 and 2.'/, there is a requirement
that a maritime  training  institution must provide the Member State with computerized
copies of their records. The Committee considers that it would be reasonable to provide an
alternative method of meeting this requirement through the provision of records in a suit-
able written form.
4.13  The Committee notes that the amending directive  does not contain any provisions
equivalent  to those contained in Regulation  l/13 of the revised STCW  Convention (conduct
of trials). The Committee  is firmly of the view that the watchkeeping  provisions  should be
retained in the amending directive  and that the Commission  should use this opportunity to
6  OJ No. C 47, 19.2.96, p.27
26ensure that solo watchkeeping during periods of darkness cannot be carried out on
European  flag vessels nor within European  waters by foreign flag vessels.  The European
Parliament  in a Resolution  on safety at seab urged the Commission  to move in that direc-
tion too.
414  The Committee suggests  that the contents of paragraph  1 of chapter 1 of the
annex to the amending directive, which contain references to Parts A and B of STCW Code,
should be more appropriately contained in an Article within the amending directive.
Perhaps,  with a view to ensuring greater clarity, into Article 1 .
Brussels.  23 Aaril 1997.
The President
of the








Economic and Social Committee
on the
Proposal for a Council Directive on the
registration of persons sailing on board passenger ships
Rapporteur: Francis J. WHITWORTH (United Kingdom - Employers'  Group)
On 27 January 1997 the Council decided to consultthe Economic  and Social Committee,
under Article 84 of the Treaty on the
Proposal for a Council Directive on the registration  of persons sailing on board
passenger ships
(COM(96) 574 final).
The Section for Transport and Communications,  which was responsible  for preparing the
Committee's work on the subject,  adopted its opinion on 9 April 1997. The rapporteur was
Mr Whitworth.
At its 345th plenary sesston (meeting of 23 April 1997), the Economic  and Social
Committee adopted the following opinion with 'l 19 votes for, two votes against  and seven
a bste ntr o ns.
1.  Introduction and Background
1.1  The proposed directive has its origin in the Council Resolution of 22 December
1994 on the safety of roll-on roll-off passenger ferries. Recalling amongst other accidents
the capsizing of the ferry "Estonia" the previous September, the resolution called for
Member States and the Commission  to support a range of specific activities in the
International  Maritime Organization  (lMO) and invited the Commission to submit  propos-
als for certain mandatory  requirements of which the registration of passengers on ferries
regularly using EC ports was one.
L2.  Since that date the IMO has developed and adopted certain amendments to the
International Convention  for the safety of life at sea 1974 (SOLAS). Regulation lll/27, entitled
information on passengers,  adopted last June and applicable to all passenger  ships on inter-
national voyages lays down requirements  for the counting of passengers  and the recording
of certain information about them. The regulation  will enter into force on 1 July 1998.
1.3.  The SOLAS Regulation permits certain derogations:
*  passenger ships may be exempted if their scheduled  voyages render the recording  of the
information impracticable;
*  ships which do not proceed more than 20 miles from land may be exempted if their flag
29administration  considers  that the sheltered nature of the voyage renders the require-
ments unreasonable  or unnecessarv.
2.  The Commission's proposal
2.1  The Commission  has based the proposed directive  on the new SOLAS Regulation.
It proposes that it should be applicable to all passenger ships of whatever  flag departing
from a port located  in a Member State in domestic  as well as international  voyages. (Certain
requirements  are also prescribed for ships inbound from ports outside the Community.) The
Commission  stresses that without such a Directive the SOLAS Regulation  would be binding
only on flag States and that to ensure its coherent implementation  for all passenger  ships
sailing from EC ports it is necessary to extend jurisdiction over its requirements to port
States; it also points out that the latter are responsible  for search and rescue (SAR) activi-
ties in the event of any casualties.
2.2  The prclposed directive requires:
+ all persons on board to be counted  prior to a vessel's departure and masters to ensure
that the numbers  do not exceed those for which the vessel  has been certified:
+ for ships undertaking voyages of more than 20 miles the names, genders, and categorres
of all passen<7ers,  together with any individually notified special  needs, to be recorded
and communicated  within 30 minutes of departure to a designated  individual  in the
company  whr:nce it can be made available to the SAR authority as and if required;
;  companies to set up a system for such registration which meets certain functional crite-
ria;
+ Member States to bring into force regulations for compliance by'1 January 1998 with
the registration provisions taking effect by 1 January 1999.
2.3  While underthe proposed  drrective the recording of passenger information is only
required for voyages of more than 20 miles there is no provision for derogation on the
grounds of impracticability and the grounds for exemption for vessels operating  in restrict-
ed waters are much more strinqent that those in the SOLAS Requlation
3.  General comments
3.1  In broad terms the Committee  welcomes the proposal for a Council directive on
this matter. lt accepts the necessity  for Community  legislation  which is binding on the port
state as well as the flag state. lt welcomes the fact that the proposed directjve is based on
IMO decisions as contained  in the SOLAS Regulation, this being consistent with the posi-
tion it has taken in a host of its previous opinions on maritime matters. lt acceots that the
rules should be equally applicable to ships engaged on domestic as well as international
voyages as there is no case for dual safety standards  in these areas.
3.2  As to tl-re substance of the directive, it is beyond question that the number of pas-
sengers on board should be counted and that masters should be obliged to ensure that
they do not exceed the number laid down in the vessel's passenger certificate. The
Committee  supports these provisions unreservedly  though it should not be necessary to
introduce a new regulation to ensure that this basic safety requirement is carried out.
3.3  The recording of the names and other details of passengers  constitutes  a new
30requirement. The Commission  states in a number of instances in its explanatory memoran-
dum that the purpose  of this is to facilitate  SAR operations. While knowledge of the num-
bers on board is essential to these and awareness of their categories  (adults, chrldren  and
infants) is helpful, the actual names of passengers only become relevant in the aftermath
of a casualty - to enable the company to answer queries from relatives and to aid identifi-
cation of the dead and injured.
3.4  There can be no doubt that the requirement to record the names of all their pas-
sengers will create considerable  administrative difficulties  for these ferry companies oper-
atirig intensively scheduled  services on routes where a significant number of passengers  buy
a ticket on a "turn-up-and-go"  basis at the time of embarkation. Current booking practices
record the names of driveri but not of passengers and there may be as many as fifty of
these in a bus or coach. On certain services it will be difficult to avoid extending embarka-
tion times (with delays to passengers and reduced operational efficiency)  even with the use
of sophisticated (and costly) electronic equipment.
3.5  The scale of the operation would be vast. The peak season schedules of one stn-
gle port contain 65 sailings each day to which the recording provisions would apply, with
Jn aggregate total of el]ooo pass"ng"rs.  Each and every such name would have to be
ascertained and recorded to be retained for little over one hour before the listwas scrapped
unless the vessel in question had become a casualty during that period.
3.6  lt was undoubtedly  with these considerations in mind that the SOLAS regulation
contained the derogation on account of impracticability described  in paragraph  1 '3 above'
The Committee  suggests that the Commission should give further consideration to such a
possibility, perhaps adding a clause to the proposed directive which would permit Member
States to sanctton an altJrnative  recording arrangement  on a particular route where they
would judge the requirement to record individual  names to be impracticable Essentially
such an arrangement would have to be agreed by both (or all) the.port states concerned'
be fully .orpltibl" with the SOLAS criteria, take full cognizance of the SAR and weather
forecaiting facilities in the area and not result in any distortion of competition  between one
scheduled  service and another.
3.7  subject only to this suggestion  and the specific  comments  which follow, the
Committee  considers  that the proposed directive constitutes an approprlate  response on
the oart of the Commission  to the new SOLAS Regulatton '
4. Specific comments
4.1  Article 4.3
ln the oenultimate  line "contained  in" would be more appropriate than "referred
to in".
4.2  Article 5.1
passengers  and crew should be counted  separately  as it is the number of the for-
mer which should not exceed the number on the ship's passenger certificate'
4.3  Article 6
It should be made clear, either in this Article or by defining a voyage in Article 2,
that the 20-mile threshold applies on a port-to-port basis and not to the aggregate  distance
31involving passa(Jes  between more than two ports.
4.4  Article 8
As the SOLAS requirement is for the information  to be made available to the SAR
services when needed, the first sentence  of the third paragraph should read:
"The company shall ensure that the information required by this directive can at
all times subsequent to the period specified in Article 6, be made immediately available to
the designated  authority  on request."
It should also be made clear that there is no requirement for the information to be held in
documentary form as long as it can be readily transmitted  e.g. from a compurer.
4.5  Article 11.1(iv)
The requirement  that the system must be worked out in such a way that no undue
delay is caused to passengers  raises the question of practicability discussed in paragraph 3.4
above.
4.6  Article 11.2
This requirement should be deleted. lt is for the company to decide the optimum
method of compliance in each circumstance,  subject  to the approval of the Member State.
Brussels,  23 April 1997.
The' President
of the








Economic and Social Committee
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the European Parliament,
the Economic and Social Committee and
the Committee of the Regions
"Towards a new maritime strategY"
Rapporteur:FrancisJ.WH|TWORTH(UnitedKingdom-Employers'Group)
On 9 April 1996, the Commission  decided  to consult the Economic  and SocialCommittee'  under Article  198
of the Treaty, on the
Communication  from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic  and
social committee and the committee of the Regions "Towards a new maritime  strategy"
(C0M(96)81 final).
The Section for Transport and Communications,  which was responsible for preparing  the Commlttee's  work on
thesubject,adopteditsOpinionongOctoberlgg6TheRapporteurwasMrWhitworth'
At its 339th  Plenary session (meeting of 31 October 1996), the Economic and social committee  adoptedthe
following Opinion by 53 votes for and one abstentton:
'1.  lntroduction and Background
1.1  The commissron's  attempts to create a framework  for a community shipping  Policy
date back to 1985. lts proposals at that time centred on four draft Regulations which were
the subject of a detaile; Opinionl (in two parts)and a Report from the Economic and Social Committee'
These stressed the importance of the shipping industry  to the Community  and the need for a coherent mar-
rtime transport  policy for the promotion  of community shipping as well as giving specific  comments on the
draft Regulations.
1.2  The latter were adopted  in December 19862' specifically
Reg. 4055186 apptyrng the principle of freedom to provide  maritime  transport betvveen  Member states and
between Member States and third countries,'
OJ No. C 344 oI 31 .12.1985,  Page 31
OJ No. L 378 oI 31.12 1986, pages 1, 4, 14 and 21 '
1
2
33Reg. 4056186 laving dowl detailed rules for the application of Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty to maritime
tra nsport (co npetitt on rules),
Reg 4057186 on unfair pricing practices  in maritime transport,
Reg. 4058186  cctncerning  coordinated action to safeguard free access to cargoes in ocean trades.
1 3  In 1989 the Commission produced  proposals  under the general heading "positive
Measures for Mi:ritime  Transport" embodying  draft Regulations  f"or the establislr-ment of a
Community  ship register (the EURoS regstei), the def]nition of a Community shipowner
and the freedom to provide maritime transport services within Member States (cabotage).
1 4.  The Economic  and Social Committee  produced a further Opinion  in which it stated inter alia 
,,The
m.easures as presenlly  proposed  fall well short of the Commission  s own objectives,,.  Without positive and spe-
cific measures  to alleviate the burdens  imposed  by Member States in the aleas of employment costs and com-
pany taxation, the Commissions package  is insufficient to promote the EC fleets and halt the decline in the
Community shippinq industryr ".
1.5  Subsequently a Regulation  on Mantime Cabotage  was adopted (Reg. 3577/g24)bul
no agreement  in the Council could be reached on the other two draft Regulation"s and the cuirent
Communication proooses that they should be formally withdrawn.
], 6  No further proposals for Positive Measures for Maritime Transport  have emerged in
the tnterim, although there have been a series of measures on Maritime  Safety (whicli have
generally.  had the support of the Committee  in its Opinions) and the tommjssion has set
up the Maritime  Industries  Forum to develop an industrial policy approach to related mar-
itime industrres in qenerar.
2. The Commission document
2'1  The present Commission  document takes the form of a Communrcation outlining a
substantial  number of policy options designed to enhance the position of communitt ;h';p. ping in three main areas:
+ safety and fair competition;
+ maintaining open markets;
i  a policy for cornpetitiveness.
It lists a considerable  number of points for possible action but does not seek to lay down concrete or detailed proposals  at ihis stage. lt is clearly the Commission,s  intention to formulate specrfic proposals based on the reactions to ihis document of the other
Community  Institutions, the Member states and other interested oarties.
3.  The Commission's analysis
I 1  The analysis,contained  in the document suggests that while the decline  srnce 19g5
In the proportion  of the world fleet owned or controlled  by EC interests  has been relative- ly modest (and that this fleet has in .fact grown in real terms), the proportron operated
under the flags of EC Member states has continued  its inexorabie oeitine.
3  OJ No. C 56 of 7.03.1990,  page 70.
4  council Regulation  (EEC) No 3577/92 of 7.12.1992  applying the principle of freedom to provrde  services to mari- time transport within Member  states (maritime  cabotage; t6r ruo L zeq ot n i.rgs),  page 11.
343.2  Continued  flagging-out  has been the main contributory factor in the continuing
substantial loss o{ employment  for EC seafarers. Yet at the same time a significant world-
wide shortage of qualified seafarers has become apparent and the present  intake into the
industry is inadequate to meet anticipated future demands'
3.3  The analysis attributes  these trends to competitive  disadvantage  and gives specific
examples of the differences (sometimes substantial) in both tax and crew costs between
certain EC Member States and lower-cost open registry countries as well as between indi-
vidual EC Member States themselves.
3.4  The analysis  emphasizes the favourable outlook for world shipping in terms of con-
tinuing growth  Ln world trade and trading opportunities.  (oECD and other forecasts  indi-
cate that world seaborne  trade will double by the year 2010 )
3.5  The document  stresses the need for EC shipping, in terms both of economic inde-
pendence  and particularly its contribution  to the broader  economy  lt specifies a wide range
of shipping-related activiiies ashore which export services to the rest of the world, provide
substantial employment  and boost the EC',s economy. Indeed  the jobs which these indus-
tries provide outnumber those at sea and the "Core Group"s report  identified  a 70/30 value
added ratio.  Nevertheless seafaring qualifications and experience  are indispensable  for such activities  as is a
base of shipping  operation and control if they are not also to move overseas.
3.6  The Commtsston  emphasizes  the continuing globalization  of shipping'  lt notes that the
measures taken by the EC and Member States to increase the competitiveness of the EC ship-
ping sector have ihus far been unable to reverse flagging-out  and loss of seagoing employ-
rn"nt brt affirms that policy responses  within the EC which are out of touch with current
world-wide trends and staniards will lead to further exits of capital and labour from EC flags'
The Commission's proposals for action
4.1  The Commrssron document  contains a number of points for discussion and posst-
ble action, grouped  under the three headings,  the most important of which are perceived
to be as follows:
4.2  Safety and fair comPetition
r> convergent application of internationally  agreed rules and standards to all flags;
* non-binding  lMo Resolutions to be made compulsory through EC legislation;
I  adoption of IMO criteria for establishment and operation  of flag state administrations
and registers;
+ defining  and enforcing  Flag State obligations at world level;
r. common criteria for Member states'  registers - including offshore;
s  n s.up;"minent  shipping experts  set up to advise the Commissioner in the preparation of the strategy docu-
ment.
4.
35;  encouragement of higher standards, e.g. by strengthened port state control, fbcal incen-
tives, differential  port charges for high quality operators, financial sanctions  against sub-
standard  ships and cargo owners using them, mandatory third-party liability insurance.
4.3  Maintaining  open markets
+ multilateral agreement on liberalization of maritime transport  and removal of trade barriers,
+ Commission  mandate to negotiate with third countries;
* revise Regulations  4057/86 and 4058/86;
+ Worldwide  agreement on general  competitive  principles;
* application ofCompetition  Rules in EC trades.
4.4  A policy for competitiveness
+ incentives for recruitment and training of EC seafarers including  financial support  from
the Commission  and Member States:
* study of training systems of labour-supplying countries;
+ IMO to ensure proper implementation  of STCW6 standards;
+ improved  monitoring of compliance  with ILO requirements  under all flags through port State Control;
+ develop and coordinate R&D for maritime sector;
;  state ard to shipping  can justify derogation per Article 92(3)k);
+ state support should reduce employment-related charges and fiscal costs,
* community  approach  to be based on non-discrimination and economic link;
+ state aid to be related to real cost gap of employing EC seafarers and managing ships from EC;
+ tax breaks for keeping  EC seafarers employed  and securing  necessary  investment;
* inventory  of currernt  state aids and guidelines  to Member States;
* economic  benefit study.
5.  General Comments
5.1  The Economic  and Social Committee  regrets the lack of progress towards  enhanc-
ing the competitiveness of the EC shipping  sector since it issued its 19g9 opinion; that
Opinion contained the following comments:
"Early and positive  action should  be taken by the Community to apply specific  measures to reduce the
level of manning  costs, without  prejudice to the seafarers concerned, by:
+ the abolition of income tax on the earnings of all seafarers on EC ships, and
6  Standards  of Training  Certification  and Watchkeeping
36+ the alleviation, to the greatest possible extent, of social security costs for employers  and employees relatrng
to the employment  of seafarers serving  on EC ships
t  in order to minimize  the gap between net pay and gross cost'
s The Commission  should  develop an instrument  which would permrt:
> a reduction of the overall fiscal burden on shipping companies  established in Member States and vesse/s
sailing  under the flags of Member  States;
> favourable treatment,  for tax purposes,  of profits from shipping activities in international  markets, includ-
ing profits from the sale of shiPs;
s flexible  fiscal allowances  against  the costs of purchasing  new and second-hand  ships to facilitate  re-invest-
ment in shiPPing."
5.2  The Economic  and Social Committee has taken every opportunity over the inter-
vening six years to remind the Commissron  of its declared  views but not a slngle measure
has b6en a'dopted  during that period to give effect to any aspect of these objectives'
5.3  lt should be acknowledged  that the commission's  work in the field of maritime
,uiuty uno particularly Port state Control  (supported  by the committee  in its opinions on
ir'" ,LOj..ti) has beeh of some benefit to EC shipping by requiring  its competitors whose
ships vtsit EC ports to maintain at least minimum international  standards  of construction'
operation and manning.
5.4  Nevertheless, the consequence  of the absence of positive  measures as proposed  by
ihe Committee  is plarn to see in'the continued  decline in the tonnage on EC registers and
in the emploYment of EC seafarers.
5.5  Accordingly,  the Economic and social committee welcomes  this new, if belated, ini-
tiative and acknowledgesthat  it makes  a real attempt to address  some of the specific points
contained in the 1989 OPinion.
5.6  The Economrc and Social Committee  believes that a competitive and efficient  mar-
itirn" trunrport sector  is an inoispensable  element for the global competitiveness  of the EC
economy,  not onty O..uri. of the latter's dependence  on iuch transport for the carriage of
its industry's goods and materials  but also because of the contribution  to the broader  econ-
"r.v 
rrO" Oitne wrrole t.ng" & shipping-related activities  noted in paragraph 3 5 above'
5.7  lts basic objective in this field, simply stated, is that the fleets owned or controlled
Uf Corrunity shipping-interests  should, tb the greatest possible-extent consistent with
their competitiveness, 
"U" ,"glt"t"O under the flSgs of Member States and manned  by
-o.rrnliy 
seafarers on conditions consistent  with Community social legislation and
employment  standards.
5.8  Equa||y, the shippers and consignees of cargoes, on which the trading  prosperity.of
the EC is largely dependent, are anxious to secure t6titbt" services provided by safe and-effi-
cient ships at reasonabi;.lti in a competitive  marketplace and it is in the interests of the
overall competitiveness  of the EC that they should do so'
5.9  The uniquely mobrle nature of the shipping workplace coupled with the availability
of lower-cost seataring perionnel from less developed countries and,the inexorable  devel-
opment of open anOi'second" registers has exposed EC-registered  and particularly  EC-
manned shipping to significantly  lower cost competition which it .cannot 
hope to meet
without the'help of positive measures such as those which the ESC has sought in lts previ-
37ous Opinions  and which the Commission now appears to have in mind. These  are the real-
ities of the current world-wide trends and standards to which the Commission refers. as
noted in paragraph 3.6. above.
5.10 Equally,  the shipping environment  of at least some Member  States is attractive to
inward investment  from outside the EC. This may bring some benefit in terms of EC man-
ntng but c_ertainly is beneficial in respect of shore-based  employment,  the demand for the
services of maritime-related  industries  and the boosting of the-f C as the centre of world-
wide maritime activity. Further, it is beneficial for more ships to be on registers which are
administered  to the highest  standards.
5.1 1  Against this background steps should be taken to:
+ neutralize the competitrve advantage enjoyed by lower cost substandard ship operation
and manning by imposing sanctions  on such operators;
;  ensure that EC shipping operates in a free market and can compete for the carriaoe of
cargo and passengers on equal terms;
.  alleviate cost burdens  imposed on EC ship operators (partrcularly  by way of taxation and
social on-costs) which their competitors do not have to bear.
5 12 The Commission's  current proposals fall under these three headinqs. lf thev are
translated into concrete instruments which are sufficient in scope and succ-essfully  imple-
mented  they should encourage_the repatriation of EC-controlled  shipping, attract new cap-
ital into the rndustry  in terms of investment and lead to the starting up 6t new operational
activities  in the EC - all rn themselves  highly desirable  objectives.
? 13 So far the proposals  are expressed only in outline; hence further clarification  and
detail will be required  in many areas together with more precise  facts and figures on which
some of the assertions and arguments are based. In particular,  while the ben-eficiaries  of the
Regulations for maintaining open markets were defined in the 1986 package,  it will be nec-
essary for the Commission-to-  identify with some precision  which types oT ic tf ipo*n.L
and operators  should qualify for each of the benefits  which it expecis to result from its var-
ious proposals for positive  measures for enhancing competitiveness.
5 14 Nevertheless,  the proposals will be examined  in detail in the specific comments
which follow.
6  Specific Comments
6.1. Safety and Fair Competition
6'1.1 The OECD Study referred to in the Commission document (p. i3) highlights  the
very substantial cost advantage which a sub-standard ship operatoi  can obtiin ihrough
non-observance  of international  rules and standards. Hence the paramount  importance-of
securing  agreement within the IMO and the ILO to increasingly'higher  international  stan-
dards of ship construction, operation  and maintenance as wJll-as iundamental conditions
of employment and ensuring_that_all  ships calling at EC ports meet these standards through
increasingly effective use of port State Control.
6 1'2 Member States should pursue  common  objectives in this respect within the inter-
national bodies and, as previously affirmed in Esc opinions, there is scope for the
Commission  to play a coordinating  role. In particular,  as stated in the Opinion on Safe Seas
tn November 199-J, the policy of converting appropriate  non-binding  IMO Resolutions  into
binding international  instruments is preferable to enforcing  these ftesolutions only at E6
38level although the latter course of action may be contemplated  in particular cases if the
general polily has proved unsuccessful.  There is, however, a risk that this could lead to
regiona lization.
6.1.3 The Economic  and Social Committee fully supports the Commission's  proposals for
the adoption  of IMO instruments laying down criteria for the establlshment and operation
of Flag State administrations  and registers.  The standard of Flag State control worldwide
must 6e improved and countries outside the EC encouraged to upgrade their flag admin-
istrations.  The creation of a multinational  team of experts to assist with this task could well
be a positive  initiative; this might best be done under the aegis (and at the expense of) the
tMo.
6.1.4 Equally it supports the proposal  that the EC should first set its own house in order
by adopting a"Community Instrument, based on IMO standards,  governing Member State s
registers arid considers it essential that this forms part of the "acquis" before any of the
piir"nt applicants for membership are admitted. lt is important that the legal status and
operation of so-called second registers should also be examined  in this context as these too
should meet the same standardsl  ffre definition of a "Member State Shipowner"  will need
to be determined,  bearing in mind that, in accordance  with case law established by the
European Court of .lustice, the Right of Establishment  permits relocation from one Member
State to another. possibly tor. 6f the thinking of the now discarded instrument  dealing
with the definition of "Community Shipowner" may be relevant'
6.1.5 Every effort should be made to ensure the growing effectiveness  of the Port State
Control and associated arrangements  now in place. The Commission and the Member
States should not hesitate to revise the current  Regulations  in the light of experience  and
to impose  more effective sanctions  if these are proved to be necessary.
6.1 .6 The Economic  and Social Committee would support all practicable moves to foster
a spirit of quality in shipping and agrees that these could include  fiscal and financial bene-
iitt tor operatois who 
'striie to athieve high standards together with differential port
charges based on observance of environmental  and safety standards The promotion of
effeciive self-regulatory  codes of practice should be encouraged  and the vetting pro-
grammes of tfr6 oil and chemical  industries are to be commended.  These interests are
Jlready liable under international conventions for oil pollution damage' The mandatory
rrrrrn." coverage of third party liability in the more general context should, as the
Commission  suggests, be fully examined.
6.1.7 lt would be highly beneficial  too if the aid of the generality of cargo interests could
effectively be enlistedlo combat the use of sub-standard ships. Responsible cargo owners
already make significant  efforts at no insubstantial cost to ensure that thetr cargoes are
transpbrted on bbard reputable  vessels. However,  in a number of trades, shippers may have
no iniluence on the choice of vessel. The imposition of specific sanctions  in this area should
therefore  be approached with considerable  caution and would need to be tarqeted  at the
irresponsible  mi'nority who deliberately chose to charter sub-standard ships' For example'
sanctions might be imposed  on charteiers  of vessels "black-listed" by the Port State Control
authorities hiving been consistently  found to be seriously sub-standard.  Accordingly a con-
structive dialogue should be initiated between the interests  involved  to see whether prac-
tical and equitable arrangements can be devised'
6.1.8 Finally, while fully supporting  the concept that the required minimum  standards of
ship operation  should  b-e based on those agreed internationally  in the ILO and lMO, the
Economic and Social Committee  considers that no action contemplated  in the context of
39the strategy programme as it emerges should undermine or dilute existinq  standards  estab-
lished within the various Member States.
6.2  Maintaining Open Markets
6.2.1 The Economic  and Social Committee  welcomes the Commission's  commitment to
securing free market  access  and fair competitive  conditions  globally through multilateral
negotlation  lts support for the GATS negotiating Group on Maritime  Transport Services  is
indicative  of this approach.
6.2.2 However, while the Commission  s proposal to play a coordinating  role in opening up
markets world-wide is considered a positive use of its powers and stltus, there is s6me
reservation at its intention to engage  in bilateral  shipping negotiations. lt should be ensured
that the Commission's  activity in this area does not confliciwith its declared  commitment
to multilateralism and at the same time supports the efforts of the Member states.
6.2.3 The view has been expressed that Regulation  4057/86  has some deficiencies and
appears outdatr:d in its present concept for the larger liner trades. However, the Economic
and Social Contmittee urges cautron  in any propbsed  revision of the 1986 package of
Regulations.  There is a danger that their careful balance of compromises and concessions
which  has contributed  to the process  of trade liberalization both through direct application
and by acting as a deterrent could be undermined in this process.  A more rigorous applica-
tion of the Instruments might be a more appropnare course.
6'2.4 A balanced approach  to the commercial  and investment needs of shippers and ship
operators both within and outside the conference system is required in the assessment of
the Communitys  Competition  Rules. The Economii and Sociil Committee supports  the
Commrssion's call for international compatibility of competltion  rules; however,  it underlines
the need for a distinction to be made between anti-competitive  practices by enterprises  and
distortions resulting from government  measures to restrict access to marliets. Recognition
should be given to the safeguarding of public services to peripheral areas which, forieason
of commercial non-viability, might not otherwise be served by the private sector.
62.5 The Economic and Social Committee is aware of the wide divergence of views
regarding  the determination of freight rates and capacity management progiammes in liner
shipping. Regulation 4056/86 has become an increasingly  coni'entious pieZe of legislation,
particularly in the light of new forms of cooperation  between lines. lt is noted thaithe reo-
resentation  of facts in this part of the document  is strongly disputed by shipowner  interests
who argue that it is one-sided and contains several important inaccuiacies.  lt is, however,
fully.accepted by shippers. The Commission  is bound to give equal consideration to all sides
of the argument and should await the outcome of the current deliberations bv the
European Courts.
6.3  A Policy for Competitiveness
6.3.1 The Economic  and Social Committee  particularly welcomes the Commission's pro-
posals in regard to training schemes  and incentives to employment by Member States,  espe-
cially the absorption of .mantime training costs within national eduiation  and training iys-
tems. lt fully endorses the Commission's  view that there is an overall advantaqe tor ttle 
'f 
C
as a whole in maintaining the maximum number of EC seafarers both for f C ihipping and
related  industries.
6 3-2 Added urg-ency is given to action on this front by the growing current and forecast
shortages of qualified officer and specialist  rating personnel  currently"experienced in some
Member States and revealed in the BIMCO/ISF Study to which the Commission  refers. In this
context the Economic  and Social Committee  expects that the Commission will take due
40note of the Report of the Human Resources  Working  Group of the Maritime Industrtes
Forum and the Statement of the Joint Commrttee on Maritrme Transport of 14 June 1996'
6.3.3 However, it will be impossible  to attract suitable recruits to an enhanced training
programme  unless they can be convinced that a maritime  career will afford them relative
lec,lrity and reasonable  prospects  with the possibility of subsequent employment  ashore
This makes such a programme dependent on the successful adoption of effective positive
measures in this area.
6.3.4 There is work to be done to ensure that the certification  and training  structure fully
meets the requirements of the newly revised STCW Regulattons'
6.3.5 The Economtc and Social Committee would particularly  welcome effective action to
ensure that the maritime education and trarnrng systems of the major labour supplying
countries in the third world fully meet the curreniand  revised STCW requirements' A study
such as that envisaged  by the iommission  would seem to be a useful first step'
6.3.6 A practical contribution by the community's Research and Development pro-
grammes which would uring tangiule benefits to the tompetitiveness of EC shipping  would
be greatly welcomed. rfriishould  be developed  and monitored through the Maritime
lndustries  Forum but an effective input from the EC's shipping industry is essential'
6.3.7 Paragraph  5.1. above recalls that in its 1989 Opinion the ESC sought specific mea-
sures to reduce EC manning  costs by removing some of the on-cost burdens imposed by
Member States which ur. n6t borne by the Industrys competitors  as well as the institution
oy-v"rn., states of a less burdensome tax regime geared to the realities of the econom-
ics of ship operation. lt is these burdens which have contributed significantly to the flag-
ging-out of EC tonnage  and a measure of their magnitude can be gauged from the tables
in Annex 1 to the Commission's  document; further detailed data (which is available  in var-
ious publications) should be collected by the commission  as part of its study of this issue'
6.3.8 The Economic  and Social Committee  therefore particularly welcomes the
iommission's proposal that support measures should be targeted at reducing  employment-
related charges and taxes ani fiscal costs borne by EC ship operators so as to stimulate
directly the development of EC shipping and employment withrn it, rather than at provid-
ing general  financial assistance.
6.3.9 Thrs assertion  appears  in the Commission document  under the heading "state Aid
to Shipping,,, but it cannot be emphasized too strong|y that the shipping  industry is not
seeking  dir"ect subsidies or subventions  from public funds, which despite  the Commission's
declarJd policy are still all too common in the aviation industry, but merely the alleviation
of financial and fiscal OriJenr imposed  in their different  ways by Member States which give
rise to a burden of costs which are not applicable to ship operators based outside the EC
who employ low cost seafarers.
6.3..1 0 Any Communrty approach to State Aid, or more accurately  in this case the allevia-
tion of Staie-imposed financial and fiscal burdens,  would have to meet a number of crite-
ria. lt would have to be transparent,  non-otscriminatory and not distortive of competition
tt must preserve Member States' right of sovereignty  over their taxation regimes' Hence the
upprr.6 should take the form oi revised guidetines, this time directed  perhaps  towards
cfmpensating for the specific additional costs incurred in undertaking  within the EC the
various  elemJnts of ship ownership,  management and operation  on a real cost basts so as
41to enable  such vessels to compete on at least level terms with their world-wide comoeti-
tors. However, the approach should avoid the introduction  of undulv complex and bureau_
cratic procedures.
6.3.11 The Commission  appears to have recognized  the huge ramifications of ship owner-
ship and management in todays world and the complexity of the institutional  arrangements
which EC shipping companies have found it necessary  to adopt. lt also acknowleJges the
benefits which can accrue from inward investment in the EC shipping. All such activiiies are
contrtbuting  in varying degrees to the economic strength of EC shipping, providing seago-
ing and short-based employment and enhancing the position of the EC as the worldwide
centre of this highly international  industry.
6.3.12 Hence the Economic and Social Committee  endorses the Commission's  statement
that Member States should ensure that support  is focussed  on entities whrch contribute to
sustainable  economic activity in the EC and that the economic  link should be the para-
mount consideration. However, the Economic and Social Committee  considers that the link
with the flag cannot be rejected as it is this which establrshes a clearly defined link with
safety standards and employment practices. Accordingly, it suggests ihrt in devising  its
revised guidelines the Commission should seek to ensure that tl-rese are directed towlrds
the achievement  of the various  objectives identified in part 5 of this opinion and particu-
larly the basic objective  set out in paragraph 5.7. Clearly there would need to be gradations
of such support  between various  categories  of EC shifping  companies and theihips they
operate according to their manning practices  and the extent of their contribution to EC
employment and inward investment.
6.3 13 Further, a clear distinction must be made between assistance  to shipping companies
and general schemes  of State Aid directed outside the shipping industry, such as aid to ship
building and ship repairing.
6.3.14 As the Commission  document  points out the current fiscal regimes  in the Member
States vary widely as they affect shipping companies.  The Economic Jnd Social Committee
therefore supports the Commission's current exercise of drawing  up an inventory of the pre-
sent position in the various Member States. Similarly the Commission  s research project to
quantify the economic benefit of the maritime secior in representative Member  States is
likely to produce useful and informative  results.
6.3.15 Finally, the Economic and Social Committee  suggests that had its 1989 recommen-
datio-ns in respect of Positive Measures been translateO 
'nto 
action by the Commission and
the Council at that time EC shipping would now be in a much healthier  state than it is
today. The Economic  and Social Committee re-emphasizes  the absolute necessity to take
effective steps towards  bridging  the cost gap if Et shipping companies are to remain in
business, vessels are to be kept on or even attracted  baik t6 EC registers,  and the future
employment of EC seafarers safeguarded.
Brussels,  31 October  1996
The President
of the








Economic and Social Committee
on the
Proposal for a Council Directive on safety rules
and standards for Passenger shiPs
Rapporteur: Eduardo  CHAGAS (Portugal - Workers'  Group)
on 22 March 1996 the Council decided to consult the Economic  and social committee'
underArticle8a(2)oftheTreatyestab|ishingtheEuropeanCommunity,onthe
proposal for a council Directive on safety rules and standards for passenger ships
(COM(96) 61 final).
The section for Transport and Communications,  which was responsible  for preparing the
committee,s  work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 13 May 1996 The Rapporteur
was Mr CHAGAS.
At its 336th Plenary Session (meeting of 29 May 1996)' the Economic  and Social
Committeeadoptedthefo||owingopinionbyl04votestoone,withtwoabstenttons:
1.  Introduction
1.1. some rnternatronal  conventions on passenger ship safety, such as the soLAS
Conventionl and the International  Conventton on Load Lines, exclude from their scope of
app|icationpassengershipsoperatingondomesticvoyages.ThisgapininternationaIsafe-
ty regulations has led to varyi'ng levels of safety legrslation  in the Member states and sub-
sequently  varying levels of application'
1.2. Council  Regulation  No. 3571/92 (maritime  cabotage)2 demonstrated the need to
c|osethisgapinordertoguaranteefaircompetitionbetweenoperators.Inits
Communication  on a common  iolicy on safe seas of 24 February 19933, the Commission
announced the adoption of common  safety requirements  for passenger ships' In addition,
a Council Resolution of 8 June 1993a called on the Commtssion  to propose measures to
guarantee safety at sea for passenger ships in Communtty waters'
ils.+.ty  of rit. at sea convention
2  Council  Regulation (EEC) No. 3577/g2 of 7-December  1992 applying  the.OllciOle-,of  freedom  to provide ser-
vices to marltlme ,r.ntpJtt iuitf'tin V"tftt  States (OJ No L 364 of 17 12 1992' p'l)'
3  COM(93) 66 final in OJ No C 34 of 2'2 94' p' 47
4  OJ No. L271 oI 7.10.1993,  P  1
432.  The Commission proposal
2 1  The arm of the present proposal is to guarantee a uniform level of safety for human life and goo{s on passenger ships when the"y are on domeitic uoyui.r, and to provide a level playing fleld based on convergent standards which avoid distorti-ons of competition in the Community.
2 2  ln order to achieve these objectives,  and on the basis of the SOLAS Conventron and the International Convention on Load Lines, the commission  considers the fottowing [ro- visions to be necessary:
a) a first set of provisions to divide passenger ships into different classes according to the sea area in which they operate;
b) a secold set of provisions to lay down the general  safety requirements to be applied to the different  classes of passenger ships;
c) a third set of provisions for the additional  safety requirements, equivalents and exemp- tions' clearly, all Member states have neither tne same contiijriJtion  of coastlines  nor the same geographical and climatic conditions, and neither haie all passenger ships the same constructional and design characterrstics. Therefore  these provisions  endeavour to offset rnsufficient or excessive requirements by introducing additional requirements or exemptions;
d) A fourth set r:f provisions covering inspections  and the granting of certificates  which will enable authorized organizations to carry out inspectioii..Ji"riiiy lrat ships are in a seaworthy conditron.
2'3 .  Finally, the Directive.lays  down procedures  for negotiating withrn the lMo frame- work the harmonization of the international  safety standaiot upprtuorL  ro passenger ships engaged on internation?iy?I?n"t  and the graniing ot exempiionit  sucrr ships when engaged  on short international  voyages or on intern"ational  voyigerln'shelt"red areas
3 1  ln line with prevtous opinions and especrally  its opinion on the communication on a common policy for safe seasS, the commitiee welcomes  the proposar for; Di;.il;;;;, above all, the plan to harmonize the apprication or sateiy ;ri"; ;;j,i;ndards for passen_ ger ships on domestic  voyages, thereby avoiding distortions of .omp"iition  in this area.
3 2  The conrmittee notes,that  the ,requirements  laid down in Annex l differ according to class of ship and whether  the ships have already been built or huuf v"t to be bujlt. This
:,11"^ io_tJ 
appropriate approach, srnce it ailows ihe requirementiio 
-oe 
aoapted to spe_ crllc operatrng condttions, thereby reducing the possrble booitionuf orrden of structural or equipment chanqes.
3'3  The Committee  has already endorsed  the Commission's  view that the Community,s maritime transport policy must "secure competitrve  transport services and ensure that such
3. General comments
5  ESC Opinion in OJ No. C 34 of 2 2.1994,  p. 47
44services take place at a minimal  level of rrsk for crews, passengers, cargo and vessels, for
the marine  environment  and coastal activities"  (see footnote 3)'
3.4. lt is necessary  to ensure that standards  are properly observed. European  coopera-
tion within the framework of the paris memorandum  takes on a special significance in this
context. The Commrttee would recall its Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on
port State Control in Community  ports6 - an area in which  a great deal remains to be done'
3.5.  In line with earlier Opinions the Committee  maintains that the Commission  should
not replace the Member States on the IMO'
3.5.1. However,  this should not stop it coordinating  the Member  states'participation  in
this organization.  Hence the Committee  agrees that efforts must be made at Community
level to harmonize the application  of the soLns convention  rules to passenger thipl 
o^n
international  voyages unO io the mandatory application, within the framework  of the IMO'
of the principtei  taiO down in M5C Circular 6067'
4. Specific comments
4.1. Article 2(m)
To improve  clarrty, the words "such state" in the English  version should be replaced
by "that Member State'; (the wording used in Article 2(n))'
4.2. Article  3
It should be made clear in Article 3(2) that passenger vessels used rn inland shipping
are also excluded  from the scope of the proposed Directive'
4.3. Article 4
4.3.1. The committee  points out that the criteria used by Member states to classify pas-
senger ships vary, and that harmonizatton  ls necessary'
4.3.2. since "significant  wave height"  is one of the criteria for defining the classes of pas-
senger ship, swifi action is needed to establish a reference  framework.
4.4. Article 6
4.4.1. rhe committee  notes that it is possible for the Administration  of the flag State to
lay down rules which are equivalent to those of the Convention,  for specific operational
conditions. Mindful of the fact that a Iarge number of flag States are incapable  of-carrying
oui ,ppropriate safety checks on uessJls registered or operating. under their flag, the
commiitee would stress the importance of applying paragraph 3 d) and the provisions on
Port State Control  (see point 3.4. above)'
6  p.p"rd f-  a Council Directive  concerning the en-forcement,  in respect of shipping usinq Community  ports and
sailinq jn the waters uno"ri'f't" lrtiti"tion'oi ttre Member  Siates,  of international  standards  for ship safety' pol-
rrii"; p.r".iit.l"J  ,r,en".ril living and working condirions (coM(94)  73 final)
ESC Opinion  in OJ No C 393 of 31 12 1994, p 50
7  Port State  Concurrence on SOLAS  Exemptions
45! 4 2  !!.conformity with the GMDSSB is to be mandatory,  the dates laid down for entry into
force will have to be adjusted accordingly.
4.5. Article 7
The Cornmittee would stress that this Article must not hamper the laying down of
provisions which guarantee a higher level of safety.
4.6. Article 11
The term "declaration  of compliance" (DOC) used in this article must not be con-
fused with the "document of compliance"  (DOC) used in the ISM Code.
4.7 .  Article 12
In accordance with point 3.5., the Committee  considers that the Commission  should
retatn its coordinating  role with regard to Member States' positions, albeit with the power to
make proposals and give a lead.
4.8. Annex  I
4.8.1. Chapter ll-1, Part B,1
.  lt shoulcl be specified here that the provisions of the Code on Intact Stability only
apply to ships of over 24 metres.
4.8.2. Chapter il-1, part 8,8
The Committee  draws attention to the need to harmonize terminology,  notably the
terms "regulations", "rules" and "standards,,.
4.8.3 .Chapter ll-1, Part 8,13
The Committee draws attention to the need to clarify whether all the subdivisions  of
Point 7 apply to existing Class B ships.
4.8.4. Chapter ll-2, Part B, 16
The deadline for compliance (1 October 1997) will need to be amended in accor-
dance with the date of publication of the proposed Directive.
Done at Brussels.  29 Mav 1996.
The President
of the




Economic  and Social Committee
Simon-Pierre  NOTHOMB
8 Global Maritime  Distress and Safety  System
46OPINION
of the
Economic and Social Committee
on the
Communication from the Commission to the European
Parliament, the Council'
the Economic and Social Committee and
the Committee of the Regions
The development of Short Sea Shipping in Europe:
Prospects and Challenges
Raooorteur: Anna BREDIMA-SAVOPOULOU  (Greece - Employers'  Group)
On 10 August 1995 the Commission decided to consult the Economic and Social
Committee, under Article 198 of the Treaty establishing the European Community,  on the
Communication  from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the Economic and social committee and the committee of the Regions
The Development of Short lea Shipping in Europe : Prospects and Challenges
(COM(gs)317 final).
The Section for Transport and Communications,  which was responsible  for preparing
the Committee's work on the subject, adopted its Opinion on 17 January 1996. The
Rapporteur  was Dr BREDIMA-SAVOPOULOU.
At its 332nd Plenary Session (meeting of 31 January 1996), the Economic  and Social
Committee adopted the following Opinion with no votes against and three abstentrons:
1. lntroduction
on 5 July 1995 the European Commission  presented its long-awaited
communication  on the Development of short sea shipping in Europe. The
Communication  - which is not a legal text but a policy document - includes  an analysis
of the potential of short sea shipping and of current problems, and an action pro-
gramme with the aim of stimulating  further discussion  leading to specific proposals.  lt
is worth noting that the Communication  is the fruit of many years' discussions on the
short sea sector at European level under the auspices of the European Commission  The
47development of the single market  was a basic factor contributing  to the promotion  of short
sea shipping.
1.1.  Transport  2000+
The Reportl by the Group Transport 2000 Plus under the aegis of the European
commission  (1989), entitled "Transport in a fast-changing  Europe - Towards  a European
network of transport systems"  was the first to note that, if measures are not taken to alle-
viate congestion in the various modes of land transport,  and especially  in road transport,
European  land transport will fall vrctim to a "Verkehrsinfarkt" - a kind of "traffic heart
attack". The preventive  therapy would be to transfer goods from land to other transport
modes, and particularly to short sea shipping and sea-river transport.  The idea of transfer-
ring goods frorn land to sea is also aired in other Commission documents,  such as the
Communication  on the Future Development of the Common  Transport Policy (December
19942, and the Green Paper on the lmpact of Transport on the Environment  (February
19943.In  otherwords, short sea shipping is expected  to have the potentialto help relieve
congestion in other forms of transport.
1.2.  Maritime Industries Forum/Short Sea panel
1.2.1. The catalyst for promoting short sea shipping  was the MlF4 under the aegis of
Commissioners  BANGEMANN  and Van MIERT.  At the plenary meeting of the MIF (Genoa,
October 1992) it was decided that promotion  of short sea shipping should be a basic activ-
ity of the MlF, through the setting-up of the Short Sea panel (panel  t).
The MIF Short Sea Panel analyzed existing  disincentives to the use of short sea ship-
ping and sea/river transport. The Panel's recommendations concentrate on five points:
'1 ) improvement of infrastructure and efficiency in and around ports;
2) simplification of administrative procedures;
3) fair competition  between sea and land transport  modes;
4) improved marketing of short sea shipping and of sea/river transport;
5) introduction  of advanced technologies.
More specifically, the above five points are broken down as follows:
1)  Port infrastructure
+ greater  flexibility in working methods and working hours in ports;
+ flexible and transparent pricing;
*  need for action against harmful  monopolies;
+ introduction  of modern techniques;
+ incorporation of ports into a combined transport network  (given that many ports are not
linked up with the road/rail network of their hinterland. and delays occur).
1  See ESC Opinion  in OJ No. C 49 of 24.02.i992,  p.52.
2  See ESC Opinion  in OJ No. C 352 of 30.12 1993, p. il
3  See ESC Opinion  in OJ No. C 313 of 30.11.i992,  p.43
4  European  Maritime  Industries  Forum.
482)  Administrative Procedures
The shipping industry must be in a position to employ administrative procedures which  are
as simple as-those for other modes of transport.  The main problems noted are:
.  transit and customs  Procedures;
I  VAT;
* veterinary checks;
* regulations on the transport  of dangerous goods;
r. obstacles of any kind which make it more difficulvunattractive to transfer goods from
land to sea transport.
3)  Fair competition between sea and land transport, i.e. the creation of compe-
tiiion on equal terms, by means of internalization  of the external cost of land transport'
4)  Need for improved marketing of short sea shipping, i.e. information  and pub-
tiiity auout short sea shipping  is inadequate, with the result that potential users are insuf-
ficiently aware of the existence of short sea services  as alternative transport:
* frequency of Port services;
*  reliability;
+ attractive Pricing;
* short transit times in door-to-door  transporu
* a single contractrng PartY.
5)  lntroduction of advanced technologies
This plays an important role in improving the servlces supplied to users of short sea shtp-
ping. specral attentton must be given to new types of ship and to new technologies for
rapid loading/trans-shipment  ii  ports. Electronic  Data Interchange  (EDl) and the
Commission's  R&D programme will help to achieve this aim'
It should be noted that most of the above points have been taken into account tn
the Communication  on short sea shipping'
1.3. As a step towards action based on the above recommendations, the MIF Short  Sea
Panel played a leading part in the creation of local and national  Round Tables to promote
short sea shrpping  at national level on the basis of national conditions The initial results of
the Round Tables, particularly in the North, are encouraging. The South is following with a
slight time-lag. on 4-5 May'1995 a workshop of national/local  Round Tables was held in
Marseilles: parttctpants *ur" .n.our.ged  to propose pilot projects, and 20 such prolects are
already awalting  the Commission's  attentton'
1.4. The aim of transferring goods from land to sea is consistent with the nature of short
sea shipping, since it ts:
}themosteconomicmodeoftransportintermsofenergyconsumption(per
kilometre/tonne);
r. the most effective mode of transport  in terms of investmenVtransport capacity  ratio:
492.
;  the most suitable mode of transport for serving  peripheral regions of Europe, especially
northern and southern regions, but also areas such as lreland, the Black Sea and the
Baltic Sea;
;  the most environmentally  friendly mode of transport  (statistically, marine transport
accounts for only about 14ok of marine pollution, with the remaindei cominq from oiher
sources);
* vtrtually  free of detrimental  effects for society (such as traffic congestion,  noise) of land
transport.
Main points of the Communication
2.1  The Communication  examines the contribution which short sea shipping can make
to tmplementing the basic principle of "sustainable mobility"s, i.e. rnobility comfiatible with
environmental requirements. lts main aim is to promote the shift of goobs transport  from
land to sea. This aim is described  as minimizing  the land aspect and maximizing the sea
aspect of transport.
The Communication  analyzes the potential of short sea shipping under three head-
ings:
+ improving the quality and efficiency of short sea shipping services;
+ rmproving  port infrastructure and port efficrency;
* preparing short sea shipping for a wider Europe.
2.2. lmproving the quality and efficiency of short sea shipping services
_  Shgl sea shipping services  will be given a boost by the Communitys Fourth R&D
Framework  Programme.  The MARIS (Maritime Information  Society) programme and its sub-
programme MARTRANS for logistics receive special mention.  EDI will alio contribute  to oro-
moting short sea shipping,  as will the expected liberalization  of marine transport *iit t
Member States (cabotage) on the basis of the schedule  laid down in Regulation  No.
3577/92.
2 3.  lmproving  port infrastructure  and port efficiency
Ports operate as ilnks in the chain of combined  transport (in which the short sea
shipping must be integrated) and of trans-European  transport  networks (TENS). lt is there-
lore necessary  to adopt measures to improve them. The Commission is promoting trans-
parency in port tariffs. A list of state subsidies for ports is being drawn up, and gLrr"rdelines
will be issued.for the applrcation  of Article 92 of the EC Treaty, dealing with such subsidies.
Similarly,  application of the competition  rules (Articles 85, 86-jnd 90 df the treaty) *if f f.r.n
to eliminate port monopolies. The activity of local and national  Round Tables trIport"O  Oy
the Commission  will assist in arriving at practical  solutions.
2.4. Preparing short sea shipping for a wider Europe
Development  of short sea shipping must take account of the future broadening of
the European Union's activrties. A series oiEU agreements  with the Baltic, Eastern Eurooean
5  SeeESCOpinionontheFutureDevelopmentoftheCommonTransportpolicy-OJ  No.C352of30.j2.1993
50and Mediterranean countries  will result in increased trade and transport  links; and hence in
greater opportunities for the development of short sea shipping. The Commission  has
already set up - on the basis of the conclusions  of relevant regional congresses - working
parties on the development of waterborne  transport in the Baltic, the Mediterranean and
the Black Sea. Each working party will draw up a multi-annual work programme which will
aim to promote short sea shipping.
2.5. The Communication  includes  an Action Programme  and five Annexes:
2.5.1. ANNEX  l: The advantages  of short sea shipping
The Communication analyzes the geographical  and ecological  advantages  and
stresses the low energy  consumption.
2.5.2. ANNEX  ll: Growth potential of short sea shipping
Annex ll states that a study co-financed by the Commission  (the "Corridors Study")
has examined the competitive  position of short sea shipping  in eight important EU trade
corridors, three of which extend beyond its external borders.  The study demonstrated that
there are growth opportunities  for short sea shipping,  i.e. opportunities  for shifting  trade
from land transport to short sea shipping,  in at least six of the eight corridors.
2.5.3. ANNEX lll: Challenges for short sea shipping in Europe
This Annex on the one hand analyzes the structural obstacles to the development
of efficient short sea shipping services (lack of integration with combined transport,
uncompetitive  pricing, administrative  formalities for transit and veterinary  checks, unat-
tractive image of the services).  On the other, it analyzes problems  of port infrastructure and
port efficiency (delays, high port dues, labour problems).
2.5.4. ANNEX lV: An integrated policy approach for short sea shipping in Europe
Annex lV identifies the non-integration  of short sea shipping in the chain of multi-
modal transport  as the main problem facing this type of shipping.
2.5.5. ANNEX V: Statistical data
The Communication  notes that the lack of reliable  statistics  and comparative data
impedes  assessment of the situation and renders proper planning impossible
3. General Comments
3.1 .  In recent years, the European Commission's  activity has increasingly concerned itself'-
with sea transport6.  The Communication  constitutes an important Commissiop initiative
aiming to shift goods traffic from land to sea7. Despite any difficulties  or doubts as to the
feasibility of the operation,  it is clear that if this aim is achieved there will be multiple  ben-
efits forihe environment,  consumers  and the short sea sector, and positive effects on the
In its Opinion on the Legislative  Commission programme for transporVthe  common  transport  policy  action pro-
gramme  1995-2000  (1305/95),  the Committee  concurs  with the Commissionb view that progress  on transport
policy matters was very slow during  the EEC's first 25 years.
A corresponding  OECD study found that traffic congestion  costs the developed industrialized countries 2% of
their Gross National  Product (GNP). More particularly, the study finds that accidents account for 2% of GNB
noise pollution 0.3%,  local pollution O.4yo,Ioial  pollution  1-1O"/o in the long term; the whole time taken up
by congestion  costs  8.5% of GNP, represenling2ok extra when compared with free flowing traffic. lt is clear
tftat the bulk of these costs derive from road transport - OECD/European  Conference of Transport Ministers'
study entitled " lnternalization  of the Social Cost of Transport"  (1 993).
51employment  of seamen.  This is a thorough,  systematic study of the short sea sector, in
which the influence of the MIF Short Sea Panel's conclusions rs evident; the Commission
should make further use of these conclusions.  The ESC regrets that the Commission has not
yet created the policy context in which the Short Sea Panels recornmendations will be fol-
lowed up. lt should also be pointed out that the Commission Communication  does not go
into the problems  of flags of convenience  and the crews of ships sailing under them (i.e. of
open ship registers and below-standard  crews). lt is also clear that these problems affect
coastal shipping  and give rise to considerable  distortions of competition  of marine transport
and in relation to other modes of intra-Community  transport,  by undercutting  internation-
al social and safety standards.
3.2.  lt is not the first time that the ESC has studied the development of short sea ship-
ping. In its earlier Opinion on Community guidelines for the development  of the trans-
European transport  network, the ESC expressed its interest in the forthcoming publication
of the Communication on short sea shippingd. In its Opinion on the Legislative Commission
programme  for transport, the Committee also welcomes the publication of the
Communication on short sea shippingv.
3.3.  Definition  of short sea shipping
3.3.1. The Communication  gives the widest possible  definition of short sea shipping: it
covers all sea transport which is not ocean-going.  In other words, it includes  coastal  ship-
ping, transport  between mainland coasts and islands, intra-Community  shipping (between
Member States), shipping within Member States (cabotage)  and sea-river transport  by ship
to and from inland river ports. Geographically, it extends beyond the limits of the EU, to
Norway,  lceland, the Black Sea, the Baltic and the Mediterranean area. An example  of the
kind of confusion that can be caused by the lack of a proper definition is that in Annex V
Table 1 1 refers to an arbitrary dividing line between short sea and deep sea ships; but no
such dividing line exists. Ships of 6,000 GRT are entirely suitable as ocean-going  vessels,
while large tankers are habitually used on short sea voyages. The size of ships is indepen-
dent of their type of use.
3.3.2. The E5C notes that this definition will need to be further refined when later legis-
lation is introduced to achieve the aims of the Communication,  in order to specify the ben-
eficiaries as well. lt is also doubtful to what extent the term "short sea" is appropriate for
describing  all the above modes of transport,  given that some of them are not even short-
naut.
3.3.3. The ESC also points out that the short sea sector covers a wide range of diversified
activities  and services which are by no means homogeneous.  Basrc types of service in this
area include  bulk transport, ferries,  feeder services and liner services. This is not sufficient-
ly analyzed in the Communication. At all events, it will need to be taken into account in the
formulation of specific policy measures.
3.4.  Bulk transport
The Communication covers mainly goods transport, and secondarily  passenger
transport.  However,  it is doubtful whether the analysis of the problems or the proposed
measures  take sufficient account of the bulk transoort  sector. The Communication  is con-
8  OJ No. C 397 of 31 12 94, p.23
9  Opinion  CES 1305/95.
52cerned mainly with liner transport, which normally forms part of combined transport'
However, bulk transport - which constitutes  50% of short sea shipping - deserves more
detailed examination  in the document.  As was rightly stated recently,.maritime transport,
and particularly maritime bulk transport,  is the ciriderella of transpori.l0  lt is worth noting
that the MIF Short Sea Panel's remrt clearly covers bulk transport'
3.5.  Ferries
The Communrcation  does not appear to take into account the important-  role
played by ferry (including ro-ro) services in intra-Community  transport. They are also of vital
irfjorturi.. for certain r-emote islands and regions.  Where such services  carry the full eco-
nomic costs and comparable road and rail services do not pay the full external costs, the
fompetitive disadvantage for ferry services  should be removed, or, on environmental
grounds, reversed.
3.6.  Feeder service
Feeder servlces connect hub ports with smaller ports not directly served by very
large deep sea containerships.  These  services  are probably the fastest growing sector wlth-
in ifrort sea shipping  and thetr role will continue to grow. As to. the proposed measures
proper weight does not appear to be given to this important market.
4.  Proposed studies
4.1 .  The Communication  envisages a large number of studies The ESC believes that
perhaps not all these studies are necessary to achieve the basic aim of the Communication'
I.  tf-|" shift of goods transport  from lan-d to sea. lt therefore  recommends  that' depend-
iil ;; the choiJe of studies, priorities be set on the basis of practical objectives,  so as to
miximize the effectrveness'of Community  resources in promoting  short sea shipping'
ii..fy consultations  with the social partners in the shipping sector will contribute to
achieving  this.
4.2.  Study of the eight trade corridors
The "Corridors study" (covering the eight trade corrido-rs) sought to use typical
examples to identify  possibilities for shifting goods transport from land to sea routes'
Although  the study iuggests that in absoluteleims the freight volume which can be trans-
t.ir"Jii not at firsi sig-hi very high in comparison  with road transport,  it is considered  that'
even this proportion  c-ontributesio  reducing congestion.,on  roads.,Moreover,  it must not be
forgotten'thJt  the studt i; question does n6t extiaust all the possible goods/markets which
.orjJ n. transferred from land to sea routes. Moreover, it entirely  ignores sea transport
withrn Member  States fi.noi.g"l and confines itself to cross-frontier transport.  Thus fur-
ther coverage  is requlred nere.
4.3.  lmage of short sea shiPPing
The ESC agrees with the Communication's stress on the need to improve the image
which short sea shlpping has among potential  users, so as to make it a commercially  attrac-
tive alternative mode of-transport.  ihe sectors image is outdated; moreover,  it suffers as a
result of the verv complicated bureaucratic procedures for goods transit in ports. Given that
1O l\4. Everard  (1 1.04.95) - Regrnald  Grout  Shipping Lecture
53it is basically small and medium-sized enterprises  which are involvr:d  in short sea shipping,
the use of advertising, information, EDI and advanced technologies is very limited.
Particularly for EDI development, the regional  funds of the EU could contribute  to the fund-
ing of the necessary  investment.
4.4. Transit/Veterinarychecks
The detection and elimination of superfluous bureaucratic  checks (especially in tran-
sit) is particularly important. In this context,  sea transport must not be put at a disadvan-
tage in relation to land transport. The Commission's  intention to restrict veterinary checks
to the port of final destination  is endorsed, but draft legislation is needed as soon as pos-
sible.
4.5.  Railways versus short sea shipping
The ESC notes that the Communication  focuses  on comparing  short sea shipping
with land transport. lt pays little attention to the relationship between rail transport and
short sea shipping, or to competition between them (especially in northern countries).
Despite the fact that rail transport  is generally environment-friendly,  competition between
it and short sea shipping must be on equal terms.
4.6.  Freightforwarders
Another disincentive with a negative effect on the competitiveness of short sea
shipping - not mentioned in the Communication  - is the fact that 1'reiqht forwarders  in the
EU, for a variety of reasons prefer to use road transport  rather than short sea shipping.
4.7.  Maritime cabotage
Given that marittme  cabotage comes under the definition of short sea shipping, the
Communication  (Annex  lV) does not give sufficient coverage to the impact of cabotagt lib-
eralization on the basis of the timetable  laid down in Regulation 3s77/92.
4.8  The ESC feels that the role of small and medium scale ports in relieving  congestion
in large ports and on the main road links should be given greater  emphasis and, where this
would be justified,  qualify for support from the Structural Funds or the Cohesion Fund.
5. Social dimension
5.1.  The Communication  appears to ignore the social dimension of short sea shipping.
Although the ESC acknowledges that to a certain extent the social problems of shori sela
shipping  are of a horizontal nature, i.e. common to sea transport in qeneral - and the
Commission  will deal with these general problems in other initiatives - nonetheless,  specif-
ic social problems do exist in short sea shipping, and the Communication  ought to exam-
ine them. For instance, the lack of 24-hour working (in shifts) in certain ports reduces their
productivity as a link in short sea/hinterland combined  transport.  The lack of flexibilitv in
working  conditions in certain ports further impedes the development of short sea shipping.
Incentives in this direction should therefore  be provided. These problems ought to be dii-
cussed by the Round Tables  (attended  by those properly concerned,  including  the social
partners)with a view to finding practical  solutions  at the local level. The ESC ac[nowledges
in_any case that the development of short sea shipping will have the additionaladvantJge
of creatrng more job opportunities.  Success  will also depend on the quality of ships and sei-
men. Efforts to improve quality are all the more necessarv because of the worid shortaoe
of qualified seamen.
545.2. There is therefore an urgent need at Community  level for funding of programmes
to attract and training Community  citizens for seafaring  jobs.
5.3. More stress should also be placed on initial and in-service training  of the workforce
at-all levels, with funding from the European  Social Fund. However, it must be acknowl-
edged that progress has-been made in the port sector in Europe generally, in terms of
imfiroving piodrictivity  through new investment in capital equipment and reorganization of
working 
"methods. nia resuli of this reorganization, the employment  of dockers  has been
Oririi.uity reduced. In the long term, however, lt is thought that the operational  reorgani-
zation of ports will result in more jobs being createdr r.
6.  TransparencY
6.1 .  The ESC agrees with the view expressed in the Communication  that greater  trans-
parency is neededibut at the same time notes the need for transparency  to be imposed  on
utt tint i in the transport chain (road and rail transport,  ports, maritime transport,  river trans-
port).
6.2.  Specifically for ports, it must be made clear which tarrffs and subsidies affect the
port services profer and which concern other services. Ports must operate  competttively,
given that indirect subsidres  exist. In parallel, it is necessary  to strengthen the role of ports
in the trans-European networks,  since for the moment the ports are the "poor relations"
in those networksl2. River ports will also have to be incorporated  into trans-European  net-
worKs.
6.3.  lt is equally necessary to determine what direct or indirect subsidies 9o to the'other
transport modes, so that competition b-gfwqen  modes is not distorted by differences in
foiti'.rrr.O  by'different O"gr."t of official financial support. The underlying principle
should be that each mode pa"ys its full costs. Cross-subsidization  of transport modes-must
be discouraged.  This urgu*"nt is developed particularly in the ESC Opinion on the Green
iuo"1- on th-e lmpact of-Transport on the Envlronment: a Community  strategy for sustain-
,[i. r"Oiiiiv,]. rt ii utto devetoped in the ESC opinron on. aids for transport by rail, road
unJ infrnO waterway  (Regulation  1107/70)14.  The ESC understands  that the recent Green
Fup"r on the fair anb effective pricing of transport will help achieve this.
6.4. The ESC regards as very positive the conclusions of the Council of Ministers for
tndrrtry (6 Novemb6r 1995) on iransparency  and state aids. In partrcular, attention is drawn
to the iact that the various EU policies (including transport  policy) will be reviewed in con-
nection with monitoring of state aids.
7 .j .  The use of turnaround  time in ports as a statistical  criterion for comparing port pro-
ductivity can produce misleading  conciusions.  This approach ignores the fact that short sea
ships spend a greater proporti-on of their time in port than do ocean-going shtps, on
7. Statistics
11 Sept./Oct. Bulletin  1995 - Netherlands Ministry of Transport'
12 OJ No. C 397 of 31 .12.94,  P. 23
13 OJ No. C 313 of 30.11.92
14 ESC Opinion  CES 1316/95,22.11 95
55account of the normally shorter sea distances and the more frequent loading/unloading  in
porrs.
7.2. In general, the available statistics on short sea shlpping are of low quality. Producing
improved  statistics should not however involve excessive  burdens or costs for the firms suo-
plying the data concerned.
8. Subsidiarity
The proposed integrated  policy fortunately covers the subsidiarity principle i.e. the
division of responsibilities at national and Community levels. However, efforts must be
intensified  to ensure energetic participation  by the regions as well in order to achieve a bet-
ter result. This could be achieved by involving the regions  in the Round Tables.
9.  Sea-transport  strategy
9 1.  The ESC hopes that the Communication will be followed up, and that the short sea
sector will receive due attention in the expected Commission document on sea-transoort
srraregy.
9 2.  The Communication  aims to stimulate further discussion leading to legislative  mea-
sures. Although the Communication  achieves what it sets out to do, the ESC thinks it is
now time to move on to the next stage. More action, less discussion. lt is practical  solutions
which are needed,  not more grand declarations.  The Commission's  enthusiasm  for relieving
traffic congestion through short sea shipping must be translated into specific measures
which must form part of a broader  transport  policy. lf appropriate steps are not taken, in a
few years mobility will not be sustainable  and an impasse will be reached. Shifting  goods
transport from land to sea routes is a complicated question, and its implementation
depends  on many factors. In view of the difficulty of the operation,  the ESC would stress
the contribution  which the princrple of subsidiarity  can make to its success.
10.  Specific comments
10.1. Annex lll, point 4. "Difficulties in competitive  pricing,, applies only to liners. Non-
liner transport  usually has the opposite characteristic, i.e. high load factors and exception-
ally competitive freight rates.
10.2. In Annex lll.B.2 "Port charges", the basic observatron  that short sea shipping is sub-
ject to disproportionately  high port charges is correct.  The ESC agrees entirely with the
stress placed on reducing them. However, the difference mentioned between port costs per
container in Northern and Southern Europe is not representative  of the variations affecting
bulk transport.  For instance,  the charges at a port on the west coast of Britain can some-
times be three or more times those at a Mediterranean spanish oort.
5611. Conclusions
11.1. In the light of the above, the ESC thinks that urgent attention must be given to the
following:
+ enabling short sea shipping to compete on equal terms with the other transport  modes
through-transparency  of subsidies and future internalization  of external costs; the role
of the-European Commission in definrng and rmplementing this idea will be crucial;
I  full integration  of short sea shipping  in the trans-European networks as an equal part-
ner with the other transPort modes;
+ working out practical solutions to administrative  problems affecting short sea shipptng
(e.g. customs/transit procedure);
*  upgrading the role of small and medium-sized ports to relieve congestion rn large ports
ano matn roaos;
+ improving and expanding the study of the eight trade corridors;
* a clearer  rmage of short sea shipping  as a commercially attractive alternative  mode of
transport;
* continuing  support for and coordination  with the MIF Short Sea Panel and support for
the work of the Round Tables;
* concentration  on the social dimension of the short sea sector (and especially on train-
ing)'
11.2. To achieve the above, it is necessary to draw up a list of priorities  and introduce con-
ttnuous monltorlng of the relevant actions, with close cooperation between the
Commission.  the M-ember States and the MIF Short Sea Panel'
Done at Brussels, 31 JanuarY 1996
The President
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